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Money Problems Blamed In Death Of Teacher
3 Councilmen-Elect Argument Over Family
Thank The Voters Budget Led To Slaying
who won seats on the City
Council in the run-off election
held last Thursday have ex-
pressed their appreciation to
the voters for support in gain-
ing office.
The three Negro candidates tremendous support, moral
financial and volunteer, which
you gave men in my bid for
councilman on Nov. 2. As a
result, an honor was bestowed
upon me of which I am very
proud. You may be assured
that I will do all in my
power to be an effective coun-
cil member serving all of the
people in District 4 and the
city as a whole."
FRED DAVIS
The three are Fred Davis,
who received strong support
from whites to defeat a white
candidate in District 4; Rev.
J. L. Netters, pastor of Mt.'
Vernon Baptist church, who,
received almost double the
number of votes cast for his
opponent, Cuba S. Johnson, in
District 6; and State Repre-
sentative J. 0. Patterson, Jr.,
who outbid Charlie F. Morris,
Sr., an insurance executive for
the District 7 position.
Mr. Davis said, "Please
accept my sincere apprecia-
tion for your votes and the
ATFT. J. 0. PATTERSON
REV. J. L. NETFERS
Mr. Davis said that he hopes
to meet personally all of the
voters in District 4 as he
serves in the new form of
government.
Rev. Netters said that he
wishes to thank those voters
who made it possible for him
to reach the run-off in the
original election, as well as
those who gave him victory on
Nov. 2
"I also would like to give
special appreciation to the Tri-
State Defender for its endorse-
ment. I plan to retrace my
steps on the campaign trail
and give my personal thanks
to as many voters as possible,"
he said.
In keeping with his campaign
promise, Rev. Netters has
started to form an advisory
council, which will include
representatives from all organi-
zations in his district.
Mr. Patterson said that he
appreciates the support he re-
ceived from voters in District
7, and will attempt to give
them the best possible repre-
sentation in the coming four
years on the council.
Hundreds See Killing
LAST RITES for TEACH-
ER — Members of the
Booker T . W a shington
High School ROTC are seen
standing at attention as the
body of Mrs. Samelen Wit-
_  
son is brought out of Av-
ery Chapel AME church
following funeral services
there last Saturday after-
noon. Mrs. Wilson was
Big Blues Shut Out
Morris Brown 34-0
ATLANTA . . . . Senior split
end Leo Johnson established
a new pass reception mark
while leading Tennessee State
university to a 34-0 shut out
Charlie Morrises
Thank Supporters
Mr. and Mrs. Charles F.
Morris, Sr., have expressed
appreciation to persons who
helped him during his recent
campaign for councilman from
District 7. Mrs. Morris was her
husband's campaign manager.
The couple say they are
greateful to those who worked
, in the campaign and those
During Football Game
Funeral services for a 19-
year-old college student, who
was stabbed to death at a
football game in Melrose
Stadium last Thursday night,
were held on Tuesday night
at the Mr. Moriah Baptist
church in Orange Mound.
Thomas Peter Simmons, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Vernon
Simmons of 756 Bey at., was
stabbed to death by Willie
James Martin, 20 of 1303 Quinn
ave.
The slaying occurred at 8:35
p.m. a h ortly after game
between Carver and Hamilton
High had gotten underway,
and was witnessed by a
number of spectators in the
stadium.
Martin, who was employed
at a supermarket, gave no
reason for the slaying, but




GARY, Ind. — This city elect-
ed a Negro mayor Tuesday for
the first time in American his-
tory.
In Gary, Richard G Hatcher
held a lead over his white
opponent, and in Cleveland,
Carl Stokes trailed in a close
race.
for a grudge that had smolder-
ed for a year.
Last year Martin was arrest-
ed for assault to murder fol-
lowing a shooting in Orange
Mound w h ich involved a
group of young men including
the Simmons youth, who was
also arrested and carrying
a pistol at the time and later
served 90 days at the Shelby
County Penal Farm be-
fore he was released in June
of 1967.
At the time of the slaying
Thursday night, the victim's
mother. Mrs. Walterene
Mo., for the funeral of a 
Youth EscapesSimmons, was in St. Louis,
relative.
student last year at Tennes-, I
Young Simmons was a In City
's 63rd
see A&I State university and
' homicide
Among his survivors re
a
was scheduled to return 
thereon Dec. 16.
three brothers and one sister. James Edward Riley, 18, of
Delivering the eulogy 
- — was Rev. R. W. Norsworthy,
pastor of Mt. Moriah.
Interment was on Wednesday
morning in New Park cemetery
with Victory Funeral Home in
charge of final arrangements. And when Bobby Gene Sam-
ple, 27, of 592-B S. Lauderdale,
Coleman White 7itnte of thehis mouverhs, walkededecided in
who cast votes for Mr. Morris
on both election dates, as well
as for the youngsters who
served in Booster clubs.
Now that the campaign is
over, the Morrises say they
are looking forward to a
family reunion on Thanksgiving
when Ronnie Morris will be
home from Howard university
in Washington, Charlie Jr.,
will be here from Tennessee
A&I State, and Anthony will
be there from Memphis State.
"We are especially grateful
to those who sent donations
for the campaign," the
Morrises said.
The Gary election came in
the wake of vote fraud charges.
In Cleveland, Stokes fell be-
hind despite considerable white
support.
To Sing Sunday
will include classical and show
More stories and pictures ea tunes.
page 2 and S. Donations will be taken
785 Tate st. thought that he
should have received more
money for helping moving a
man's furniture last Friday
than his fellow workers gave
him after the job was finished.
do something about it.
He ran back inside the house,
got a shotgun, and blasted Sam-
ple in the head, killing him
Coleman White, a young instantly.
baritone, will be presented in After the shooting, young
concert on Sunday night, Nov. Riley began running, and
12, at 7:30 p.m. in Avery at press time was still at large.
Chapel AME church at Trigg The a I eying of Sample
and Neptune, and the public was the 63rd homicide of
Is invited. 1967, making it one of the
Mr. White is considered bloodiest for Memphis since
one of the city's best young 1935
baritone soloist. His program Statistics show that for the
same time last year. only 38
persons had lost their lives in
homicides
1
over Morris Brown here last
Friday night.
1 Johnson caught eight Eld-
ridge Dickey passes for 109
yards pushing his season's
total to 665 yards in 53 catches
which broke the 640 yards in
40 receptions mark set last
season by John Robinson.
Going into the ball game,
Johnson had bettered Robin-
son's season's receptions by
five.
"I'm glad to get this one,"
coach John A. Merritt beam-
ed after the game. ''We arc now
looking forward to Kentucky
State in two weeks. But this
was a good win for us "and I
think I'll give the boys a couple
of days off since we don't have
(See Page 2)
murdered on Wednesday
night, Nov. 1, at her home
at 1961 Quinn ave., and her
husband, John F. Wilson,
has been charged in the
slaying. Mrs. Wilson was a
popular social studies teach-
er at Washington for the
past 15 years. (Photo by
Continental)
Elks Announce New Plan
To Get Scholarship Aid
Col. George W. Lee, Grand
Commissioner of Education of
the 'Elks, this week announced
the establishment of the Hob-
son Reynolds' Foundation, a
scholarship aid program for
college students.
Col. Lee said that the Foun-
dation will be financed by men
and women who will pledge
to give from $25 to $1,000 a
year for the next five years:
and persons who stipulated
sums of money for scholarship
funds in their will.
"I have proposed to the
Grand Lodge that each indi-
vidual who donates over
$1,500 in the five years will
have a scholarship named in
his honor. I have also proposed
that each contributor of $1,000
1in the five years will be
eligible for the Scholarship
Hall of Fame," he explained.
During the 1967-68 school
year, some 70 students from
36 states, the Bahama Is-
lands and Africa are being
carried on the Elks' Scholar-
Col. Lee said the Elks De-. Sd Pdship Roll.
partment o uca 
aun ers Is romoteion a.
decided to go "all out" to
help promising and needy 
Americans receive the training At H
and skill necessary to obtain
meaningful position in the
American economy.
"Financing scholarships is
an old story with the Improved
Benevolent a n d Protective
Order of Elks of the World," he
stated. "In the 43 years of
the program's operation
over $3 million have been
raised for scholarships to
son was present and sat on the
front row during the funeral
services for the popular teach-
er at the Avery Chapel AME
church last Saturday afternoon.
Mrs. Wilson was a graduate
of Wilberforce university in
Ohio and had received her
master's degree from Tennes-
see A&I State university.
The daughter of a teacher,
she served on the faculty of
Lester High school until she
was transferred to Booker T.
Washington High school some
15 years ago.
Mrs. Wilson was the faculty
representative of Booker T.
Washington High school to the
Memphis Education Association
and faculty advisor to the
Washington Social Studies club,
one of the largest student
organizations in the city of
Memphis.
Delivering the eulogy at the
funeral service was the pastor
of Avery Chapel, Rev. Miller
Peace. He was assisted by
Elder Blair T. Hunt, pastor
of Mississippi Blvd. Christian
church and retired principal
of Booker T. Washington High
school, who offered prayer; and
Rev. J. M. Lawson, pastor of
Centenary Methodist church,
who read Scriptures, Harold
J. Whalum sang "How Great
Thou Art."
Active pallbearers were Otis
F. Brown, Nathaniel D. Wil-
liams, William D. Wilson, Dan-
eil W. Dun-, L. R. Fletcher and
Thomas P. Hall, with the
Trustee Board of Avery Cha-
pel AME church, the Booker
T. Washington High School
faculty and members of the
Nonchalant Bridge club as
honorary pallbearers.
Interment was in Elmwood
cemetery with T. H. Hayes





SISTER TRIO AT LE MOY-
NE —These three LeMovne
College coeds are the popu-
lar and attractive Hence sis-
ters. Barbara LaVerne,
center, is a senior major-
ing in mathematics; Clau-
dette ',Mike', left, is a jun-
ior elementary education
major, and Sylvia Beatrice.
right, is a freshman. They
are graduates of Mitchell
High School and the dough
ten s of Mr. and Mrs. Wil-
lie Hence of 4529 Horn Lake
Road. The mother, Mrs.
Colette Hence, is a teacher
at Ford Road Elementary
School. Mr. Hence soorks
at International Harvester.
There is one boy in the
family, Vernon, a 10th grade
football star at Whitehaven
High. Sylvia hopes to follow
her sisters into the ranks
ranks of Delta Sigma Theta
sorority.
Friends and associates of
Mrs. Samelen Wilson, popular
social studies teacher at Book-
;_•1- T. Washington High School,
were stunned on Wednesday
night of last week when it
was learned that she had been
found murdered in her home
st 1961 Quinn at the same time
hat she was expected to return
to the school for a social affair.
There was even more dis-
belief when it was reported
that her "devoted husband"
of the past four years, John
Frazier Wilson. 57, a worker
at the Haverty Furniture store,
was a suspect, and was being
held by police in connection
with the murder.
Mr. Wilson first reported
that he had gone to the store
between 8:30 and 8:45 p.m.
and had returned home to find
his wife lying on the floor,
shot down by some "unknown
assailant.-
He called the Hayes Fune-
ral Home and asked that an
ambulance be called to take
his wife to the hospital. When
the attendant discovered that
the teacher has been shot in the
chin lying in a pool of blood
he called police.
Mrs. Wilson was dead when
officers arrived. Her husband
had been drinking heavily, and
police noted that he had a
heavy smell of alcohol on his
breath as he tried to describe
what had occurred.
The follcwing day it was
announced by Homicide In-
spector N. E. Zachary that
Mr. Wilson had been arrested
and would be charged with the
murder of his wife.
Officers reported this week
that the shooting grew out of a
family argument about the
household budget and other
money problems.







The promotion of George
Saunders to assistant superin
tendent, Hollywood Station Post
Office was announced last
Thursday by Lydel Sims.
acting postmaster.
Saunders. 37 has






1964 when he was named fore-
man of mails at Desoto Station.
He expressed his gratitude
'to all employees at DeSoto
,for their excellent cooperation
during his three years there.
Mr. Saunders attends Mem-
phis State University and plans
to graduate in January. He
is majoring in business ad-
ministration.
The Saunders live with their-''
three children at 1335 S.
Parkway E.
GEORGE SAL'NDERS
Publisher Attends Meet In London
Editor and publisher of the
'Chicago Defender and presi-
rient of Sengstacke Publication
John H. Sengstacke is presently
returning from London where
he attended a conference of
top major corporation execu-
tives, called by Westinghouse
Broadcasting Co., Inc.
The meeting concluded Wed-
nesday, and included exec-
utives from Bristol-Meyers,
Coca-Cola, Gene cal Mills,
Sperry Rand and Firestone
among others. The group had
Anthony Eden,discussions with
Great Britain's Secretary of
State for Foreign affairs
George Brown and others.
There were also briefing by
jleading European govern-
mental figures as well as
Group W correspondents
from throughout the world
speaking on Middle East,




45, only 35 per cent own homes
when there are no children to
house, the survey research
center of the University of
Michigan reports
But with young children in
the family. 57 per cent own
homes. Among families with
the youngest child over six, 77
per cent are homeowners.
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Big Blues Shut Out
(Continued Front Page 1)
a game this week end
From the opening gun the
Big Blue defensive machine
anchored by Claude Humphrey
and Tommy Davis, senior
tackles, bottled up Morris
Brown and forced them to
start punting on third down.
The Merrittmen scored the
first two times they got their
hands on the ball and went
into the dressing room with a
12-0 halftime score.
Wolverine's punter Willie
Carter got off a short punt
from his own 19. Taking over on
Morris Brown's 44, Dickey hit
Johnson with three first down
passes moving hhe bail to
the one. Joe Cornelius bolted
over for the touchdown with
11:33 remaining in the first
quarter.
Attempting to punt after
two downs, Carter's kick was
blocked by Thomas Mc-
Cord and Willie Jones and
downed by Tennessee State
on Morris Brown's five. Dickey
hit Joe Cooper with a touch-
don aerial on the first play.
Leading his team to its
fourth victory in seven starts,
Dickey had completed 10 to
17 passes for 141 yards by
intermission. He accounted
for 168 yards and three touch-
downs by connection on 12
of 24 aerials during the
game.
We went stale in the sec-
ond quarter," Offensive
Coach Alvin Coleman ex-
plained. "At that half, we
decided to go to our ground
game With the blocking of
Guards S a m Brown and
Harvey Dixon we were
' able to spring Cornelius for
good yardage."
Cornelius's 70 yards in 17
carries equaled Morris
Brown's total offense. The
Tigers racked up 295 in total
offense and got 19 first downs
while holding the Atlantians
to theree.
"We now have a solid ball
club." Merritt analyzed. "We
mobbed the ball without John
Robinson or Albert Davis. We
kept Robinson out because
we didn't want to take any
chances of getting his knee
banged again and Albert had
a callous removed from his foot
that left it sore."
During t h e post game
meal. Coach Merritt singled
defensive tackle Davis for
special praise and called at
tention to senior Sam Smith,
who scored the first touch-
down of his four-year collegiate
career.
"It took three quarters of my
boys to prove that they could
move the ball on this ball
iclub." Merritt continued. "They
(Morris Brown) were punting
On third down which kept
Ireturn specialist on the fieldcatching us without our punt
or giving us a chance to call
return signals for our linemen,"
This was his reason for
:keeping his first offensive
land defensive units in the
game until the last two
minutes despite a 28-0 lead.
Elks Announce New Plan
(Continued From Page 1) 1 ginecology and member of the
help more than 3.000 students. Board of Medical Examiners CLEVELAND—Carl B. Stokes al times with Taft going ahead
"Many of the present day
leaders have benefited by
our scholarship fund and our
scholarship aid pr ogram
such as Dr. Martin Luther
King, the Nobel Prize Winner:
James Farmer, former national
field director of CORE: Joseph
Waddy, Munic ipal Judge
of the District of Columbia;
Keeslar Montgomery, form-
former Assistant Atty. General
of the State of Massachu-
setts; Vel Phillips, first Negro
elected to the National Demo-
cratic Committee; Miss
Dorothy Height, Internation-
al YWCA secretary and suc-
cessor to the late Mary Mc
Leod Bethune as national
president of the National Coun-
cil of Negro Women: Federal Memphians now receiving
District Judge Constance.scholarship help are Misses,
Motley. LeRoy R. Weekes. Pamela Caldwell and Dorothy ,
doctor of obstetrics and J Williams.
of California. , and William
Lissenmeyer. a young white
graduate on our scholarship
aid who is now English tutor
to the brother of King Saud
of Arabia, and a host of
other leaders of the American
communities," Col. Lee ex-
plained.
Among the Memphians who
received Elk scholarship aid'
while in college were Miss
Erma Carter. a teacher at
Melrose High school; Robert;
Thomas, A INDIA radiol
announcer; Mrs. P. E. Brooks,
and Rev. Edgar Young, teach-
ers at Manassas High school,
Johnny Roe a hero, and Dr.





Black Power and a White
Priest in Milwaukee
\,..NOVEMBER EBONY ON SALE NOW-1
TWO BEST PLACES 10 BET
MIRE CAR FORTH!! MONEY!
appears to be trailing in his bicll
to become this city's mayor, as
vote counting continued during
Wednesday's early hours.
With more than half the pre-
cincts counted, white Republi-
can Seth C. Taft took the leacL
over Democrat Stokes in the
city's tight mayoral election. i
However, the vote in at least
140 predominantly Negro pre-
cincts was yet to be counted.
With 475 of the city's 903 pre-
cincts reporting. Taft had 76.991 1
votes to 64,997 for Stokes
mayor of electthe first Negro ed 
Stokes was seeking to becomel
one of the nation's 10 largest
cities. Taft was trying to be-
come the firs; Republican may-
or here in 26 years.
The lead changed hands sever-
on returns from generally white
wards and Stokes catching up
when the count poured in from
predominantly Negro areas.
When Stokes won the primary
last month, he declared himself
a victor while he was 14,000
votes behind incumbent Mayor
Ralph S. Locher. Stokes' winn-
ing margin in that race was
18.000 vote: and reflected sur-
prisingly heavy support from
white wards.
In Ohio, the race question
was not restricted to Cleveland.
In Youngstown, about 70 miles
southeast of here, incumbent
Mayor Anthony B. Flask defeat-
ed Republican .Hugh Frost. a
1Negro.
, An estimated 260,000 voters
MR. AND MRS. CARL 13. STOKES
Carl B. Stokes, Democratic candidate for mayor in Cleve-
land, and his wife Shirley greet an enthusiastic voter as they
leave their polling place early Tuesday morning. As the
Stokes left the polls, a heavy snow-fall had started; how-
ever, a quarter of a million voters were expected to turn-
out for the election. Stokes was pitted against Seth A. Taft,





for people going places.





GARY — The Black machine
‘‘ as born here last night and it
starved off a possible revolu-
tion.
Plain. unvarnished racism was
the tragic hallmark of this
mayoral campaign. But in the
late night hours Of election day,
justice triumphed when Richard
Gordon Hatcher was declared
victor over Republican Joseph
Radigan in one of the most con-
troversial mayoral elections in
the Steel City.
All through the tense hours
of Tuesday's election, specula-
tion ran high on the prospects1
of racial violence. And when
the polls closed at 7 p.m., it
was convinced at it was a
good possibility th t violence
might come.
The first precinct tilly shoN‘eci
Hatcher running ahead of his
opponent, but shortly after-
wards, the lead changed hands.
The leads changed over and
over again until 9.49 p.m. when
Hatcher began to take a com-
manding lead over his Republi-
can opponent.
PRECINCT WORKERS PAUSE A MOMENT
As voting tendencies slacked off toward mid-
afternoon in Gary Tuesday, 62 precinct
workers stood around a drum fire to chat
and keep warm. In the most heated elec-
At approximately 10:30 CST,
Hatcher was declared the victor
polling 39.000 plus votes to Ra-
digan's 37,000 plus with only a
few remaining precincts out.
Hatcher's victory was reflect-
ed in the fact that he received
tion in Gary's history, Richard G. Hatcher,
a democrat faced Joseph B. Radigan, a Re-
publican. (UPI Telephoto)
votes from every precinct in
the city and won 20 per cent of
the votes cast by whites.
The moment it was announc-
ed in Hatcher's headquarters,
a lion-type roar went up and it
became evident that Black
America had taken that girn
step for full emancipation.
A police cruiser, with its
light blinking, was stationed in
front of Hatcher's headquarters.
With screeming voices and
shouts of joy coming from Hat-
Carl Stokes Trailing In Close Mrs. Tokarski
Threatened
Cleveland Mayoral Election The Democratic committee
woman who Monday testified
in U. S. District Court inwent to the polls in Cleveland.
Taft had said he would win if Hammond that she had
the figure exceeded 250,000 deliberately falsified voting
forms, appeared in Hatcher
headquarters hours after the
TURNING POINT I polls opened Tuesday and tear-
"Marriage can be an fully recited a tale of threats
portant turning point in the
beer drinking career of the
consumer," said the U.S. Brew-
ers Associi=tion, Inc., with the
explanation:
Some 37 per cent of women
leer drinkers said they start-
ed after marriage and 9 per
cent of male beer drinkers
said they began alter the
wedding
made against her life.
Mrs Marian Tokarski. a
slightly graying housewife,
appeared drawn and nervous
during her visit to the Hatcher
camp. She wept as she said
she was campaigning for Hat-
cher earlier in the day when
"a man" accused her of "sell-
ing out."
cher's headquarters, police int.
mediately blocked off the
streets, one block leading north
and south on Broadway, Gary's
main fairway.
The crowd remained jubilant
for at least ten minutes follow-
ing the announcement
Henry Coleman, Hatcher's
campaign manager said that
"Richard's election will go down
An the annals of American poli-
tics. Not only because of his
triumph over racism, but be-
cause of his equally important
victory over the hoodlums and
criminal element which has
so long controlled the steel
metropolis."
Hatcher's election not only
represents Gary's first Negro
Mayor, he continued, but he is
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We got a letter recently from a Mrs. Rollison (not
her actual name, incidentally) about the billboard
reproduced here. Claims she didn't understand it.
Mat, she wonders, were we actually trying to say?
Simply _this, Mrs. R One of the big advantages of a
First National checking account (besides being one
of the world's great time- and labor-saving devices) is
the way it helps you manage money. Every time you
pay a bill you enter same in your checkbook Everytime you put money in your account you enter that,too. At a glance you're usually able to tell how much
you've spent, and how much is still in the till Or, aswe say on our poster, a First National checking ac-
count helps "Keep your expenses in check' ...
Ahem. Just a little play on words there, Mrs. Rollison.
FIRST NATIONAL SANK OF MEMPHIS
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'MISS SOCIAL HELLEN'
ENTIRES — Entered in
the NAACP -sponsored
Miss Social Belle' contest
are, le fi to right: Miss Linda
Harrell, a 10th grader at
Manassas and daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. David E.
Harrell Jr., and Miss Pa-
tricia Clark, a junior at
Lester and daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Alfred Clark. The
contest ends Dec. 1 with a
coronation Ball at the
Chisca Plaza.
PRAIRIE VIEW — Proposals of staff members and students. 50 Volunteer To Workfor a radio station at Prairie The proposed KPVC radio




SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 1987
COMING NOV. — The
Virginia Union University
choir of Richmond, Va.,
will be presented in concert
at Metropolitan Baptist
church at 767 Falker ave.
on Wednesday night, Nov.
15, at 8, and all music
lovers and friends of the
school are invited to attend.
The choir will be directed
by Odell Hobb, standing on
front row, extreme left,
who gained fame as a con-
ductor of choirs at Tus-
DEFENDER
kegee Institute and Lans-
ton university befire going
to Virginia Union. The stu-
dents will sing at several
high schools. Its programs
Virginia Union Choir
To Sing Here Nov.15
The Memphis Alumni Chap-Itinerary. During the school
ter and friends of Virginia
Union University at Richmond,
Va., will present the 40-voice
choir of the university in a
concert at Metropolitan Bap-
tist church at 767 Walker ave.,
Wednesday evening, Nov. 15,
at 8.
Under the direction of Odell
Hobb, the choir has achieved
the ultimate in unity, harmony
and tonal perfection.
Mr. Hobb is well-known for
his d i r ection of musical
groups at Tuskegee Institute
and Langston university. Under
his leadership, the Virginia
Union University choir has
reached an ascendance unpar-
alleled in its distinguished
history. It is heard annually
at the Easter Sunrise services
held in Radio city in New York.
The choir is on its Western
tour, and the alumni consider
it to include Memphis on its
day, it will sing at several
local high schools.
The concert program will in-
clude traditional spirituals, new,
ly arranged compositions and
selections from the Great Mas-
ters.
Friends of the university and
music lovers will hear music
at its best and are invited
to hear the magnificent voices.
The choir has appeared in
Ohio, Michigan, Kentucky, Illi-
nois, Indiana and New York.
There will be no admission
fee at the door, but an offering
will be taken to help defray
expenses of the tour.
Res. S. A. Owen, pastor
of Metropolitan Baptist church,
and Louis B. Hobson, principal
of Manassas High school, are
coordinators.
Mrs. James S. Byas and Wal-
ter M. Simmons are in charge
of publicity.
Prairie View College May
Get A FM Radio Station
tional broadcasting station, and In Local UNCFwill serve Prairie View, Waller,
Hempstead, Magnolia and other More than 50 Memphians are
surrounding areas. volunteer workers in the local
A. L. Foston of the sthooll
'United Negro College Fund
of Industrial Education and
Technology has been designated
as station director.
The annual meeting and elec- which continues through De-The station responsibilities tion for District I of the Ten- tiesember, is $25,000.
are to be distributed over three Co-chairmen are Col. Georgenessee Nurses Association was
held at the University Center 
areas: W. Lee, a vice president of
at 4 S. Dunlap at. on Wed-i
I 
Programming, productions 
Atlanta Life Insurance Com-
pany, and Edwin Dalstrom, re.
nesday, Nov. 8.
The meeting got underway
at a noon luncheon and an
address by the president of
TNA, Miss Dorothy L. Hocker,
whose topic was "Challenge
1967-1968."
Two lectures were given
during the afternoon. Dr. John
H. Heintzelman spoke on "Title
XIX Affects You," and Miss
Brenda Myers, of the Alcohol
Rehabilitation Unit of the Ten-
nessee Psychiatric Hospital and
Research Institute, addressed
the group on "The Disease
Called Alcoholism."
The meeting was concluded vision of the
following a business session. staff.
and technology. H. Smith of
the English department, has
been designated as chairman
of programming. Marion Henryi
of the School of Industrial
Education and Technology has
been designated as chairman of
Productions, and will be respon-
sible for keeping the transmit-
ter on the air.
campaign which had its kick-
off Wednesday night of thil
week at LeMoyne.
' Goal of the citywide drive.
Many members of the facul-
ty, staff, student body and sur-
rounding communities will be
incolved in the success of the
plans for the station, which
will be operated entirely by
the students under the super-
instructional
Peter Pan Cleaners
899 E. Mclemore 1560 Netherwood
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tired businessman and chair-
man of LeMoyne's board of
trustees.
Two key figures in the cam-
paign are Charles J. Patter-
son Jr. and R. J. Roddy. Mr.
Patterson, principal of Kansas
Elementary School, is serving
as chairman of the City School
Teachers Division, and Mr.
Roddy, superintendent of build-
ings and grounds at LeMoyne,
is chairman of the County
School Teachers Division.
Thirty-six colleges and uni-
versities benefit from UNCF
campaigns conducted through-
out the nation. Member schools
in Tennessee are LeMoyne,
Lane, Fish and Knoxville.
LeMoyne's share of the na-
tional UNCF pool is about
$65,000 a year although the
Memphis campaign seldom
produces more than $18,000.
Another key worker is Miss
Naomi Gordon, retired em-
ployee of Universal Life In-
surance Company, who has
taken on the gigantic task of
"selling" the UNCF program
to clubs, civic and social or-
ganizations, Universal Life
personnel, and housing project
associations.
Drive
C. J. PATTERSON JR
Alcohol Delays
Early Births
An alcohol treatment shows
good promise of preventing
premature births, reports a
team of New York researchers.
The alcohol is administered
by vein. Among women in pre-
mature labor contractions were
inhibited, and delivery was de-
layed for weeks in a ma jori*.y,
says the report. Alcohol ap-
parently inhibits the hormone,
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Will Be Held At TSU
NASHVILLE — H o w ard Topics to be treated will in-
Bertsch, administrator of the elude focus on the clothing
Farmers Home Administration, dollar: landscape design for
Washington, D.C., will keynote small homes, large estates, and
Tennessee State University's urban property; home nursing
Ninth Annual Home-Farm and Program for infants and ;enior
Ministers Institute set for Fri- adults; low cost homes and
ministration i n T ennessee.
Other state officials partici-
pating will be Commissioner
of Agriculture W. F. Moss; Dr.
V. W. Darter, Extension Ser-
vice director; J. R. Sasser, U.S.
Department of Agriculture;
Mrs. Leo Burson, Department
of Employment and Security;
Walter S. Nannelly, Agricul-
tural Stabilization and Conser-
vation Services; and Charlie
Dunn, Assistant Commissioner
of Education.
farm buildings; and pest and I
day, Nov. 17. weed control.
According to Dr. Ozie L.
Adams, director of Agriculture
and home Economics Extension
Services at the University, the
one-day meet will draw com-
munity leaders from all section
of the state.
Two sessions for ministers wil
be directed by Dr. William J.
Simmons, university minister,
on "The Pastor and His Wife"
and "Preaching."
Built around the theme
"Aspirations and Opportunities
for Rural and Urban Low jln-
come Families," four home-
farm sessions will provide un-
usual information and experi-
ences.
Harold Leon Taylor has re-
turned to Morehouse College in
Atlanta for his senior year
following a trip to Africa the
past summer under the "Cross-
roads Africa" program.
Crossroads-Africa selects out-
standing college students to
help various projects and learn !
more about the Sfrican Con-
tinent through actual experi-,
ence.
Mr. Taylor spent the sum-
mer at Ougadougoua, Upper'
Volta, Africa, with a group
which built a school for illit-
erates during the day and
taught English in the evenings.
He is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. J. Leon Taylor of 1949
Lapaloma St., and a graduate'
of Booker T. Washington High.
school. He entered Morehouse






Friday night of this week,
Nov. 10, will be a big one
for Owen College at the down-
town Claridge Hotel.
It's the night set aside for
the coronation ball and the,
crowning of "Miss Owen Col-I
lege."
Queen of the ball will be
Miss Shirley Turner, a sopho-
more at the junior college and
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Shellie B. Turner of 1197 Elli-
ston Road.
Miss Turner's attendants will
be Miss Minnetta Harris, first




The Memphis State Univer-
sity String Quartet will usher
in LeMoyne's concert series
next week. The recital will be
given Friday morning, Nov. 17,
starting at 10:30 in Bruce Hall.
The public is invited.
CORNETTE REALTY, INC.
• LOANS • REAL ESTATE SALES
•INSURANCE (All Lines, including Auto Liability and Fire)
• RENTAL MANAGEMENT





Mr. Bertsch will be intro-
duced by Thomas A. Lemond,
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25,000 Delegates Coming For
COGIC's 60th Annual Convocation
The 60th Annual Holy Con- Theme of the Convocation is
vocation of the Churches of . ."Not by might. nor by
God in Christ will be a memor-,power, but by my spirit, saith
ial tribute to the late Bishoplthe Lord of hosts . . ."taken
Charles Harrison Mason, boon- from the fourth chapter, sixth
der of the religious denomina- verse of Zechariah.
bon which now embraces more It will feature a Pilgrimage
than 5.000 churches in thelby church officials and dele-
United States and abroad. 'gates to Saints Junior College,
The Convocation, expected tolLexington, Miss., on Friday,
attract more than 23,000 dele-I Nov. 10th for the dedication
gates and visitors, will be held of the new administration build-
at Mason Memorial Temple, ing, to he named the Charles
S38 Mason Street, November Harrison Mason and Lillian
7-17. B. Coffey Memorial Hall. The
TO GIVE CONCERT — The
Scholarship Committee of
Greater Middle Baptist
church will present Miss
Jacquelyn Turner in a con-
cert on Saturday night. No.%
11, in the Continental Room
of the Sheraton-Peabody ho-
tel. Starting at 7:30 Also
appearing on the program
will be Herbert Pickard of
Detroit at the organ and
Miss Audrey Hall at the
piano Hooks Bros. Photo)..
III. Church To Honor
,late Mrs. Coffey — known as
."Mother Coffey" — was head
of the Women's Department
,of the Church and founder and
organizer of the Women's In-
ternational Convention. Mrs.
'Arenla C. Mallory, is president
,of Saints Junior College, the
f
official Church of God in Christ
school.
Highlight of the ten-day
session will be the annual
Founder's Day program, sched-
uled for Sunday, Nov. 12, with
Bishop A. B. McEwen, chair-
man of the Frxecutive Board,
Bishop J. S. Bailey, co-chair-
man, and Bishop D. L. Williams
chairman of the Board of Bis-
hops, presiding. Bishop J. 0.
Patterson, general secretary
of the church will be master
of ceremonies and will give
an address on the progress of
the Church, Publishing house
and its future on Monday Even-
ing, Nov. 13th.
Public Relations and Civic
Night will be held on Saturday,
Nov. 11, and will feature re-
marks by local, state and na-
tional public officials. The
keynote speech will be given
by Mrs. Christine Ray Davis,
of Washington, D. C. staff
director of the Committee on
Government Operations.
Bishop Louis H. Ford, of
Chicago, International Director
of Public Relations, and Elder
W. L. Porter, of Memphis,
Assistant Director, will preside I
at Public Relations and Civic
Night services.
Other highlights of the Con-1
vocation: Home and Foreign!
Missions, Thursday, Nov. 9,
Bishop S. M. Crouch, of Los'
Angeles, presiding; Evangelist1
Department World Out -
Reach, Friday, Nov. 10, Bishop i
L C. Page, of Los Angeles,1
presiding; National Sunshine
Band program, Saturday, Nov.torry Jr.
11, Mother Lydia Hensley, i
President, presiding; Education l The Corry Junior High Chap-'Survivors,
al Day, Monday, Nov. 13, Dr. ter of the National Junior
Mallory presiding; Women'sjionor Society is presenting a
Department, Tuesday, Nov. 14. "Miss Charm — Mr. Esquire"
Mother A. L. Bailey, director,,contest, Wednesday, November
presiding; Wednesday, Nov. 15, 15, at 6:30 p.m. in the school
Elder Chandler Owens, presi- gymnasium.
dent, presiding; Sunday school
Day, Thursday. Nov. 16, Bis- 1 The contest will be one of
lhop Cleve Williams, of Ansonia the most 
spectacular events,'
Conn presiding of the school 
year sponsored
The final sessions will be
held on Friday, Nov. 17, with
Bishop A. B. McEwen, Bishop
J. S. Bailey and Bishop S. M.
Crouch officiating.
HONORED AT GRACE
BAPTIST M— Mr. and Mrs.
Sylvester Scott, seated, ,
were honored at Grace
Baptist church- on Sunday,
Oct. 29, as "Mr." and I
"Mrs. G r ace Baptist."
Standing behind Mr. Scott is
Mrs. Roberta Crawford, the
couple's sponsor, and at
High Honor
by this organization.
Such acts as those of the
'famed and fabalous James
Brown, Wilson Pickett, the,
'Temptations, Marvin Gaye and
Tammie Terrell, and the Soul
Mrs. A. Price's Steverson Family
Memphons RelahveMother Buried
A church near Harvey,
will honor the memory of Jo-
seph H. Davis, late nephew
and cousin of Memphians, when
it dedicates an addition to the
church on next Sunday, Nov. '
12.
Mr. Davis was the nephew 7
of Mrs. Lueteshia Faulkner of
1645 Pillow at. and Mrs. Fran-
ces Harris of 1647 Pillow St.,
and the cousin of Mrs. Thelma
Malone and Rev and Mrs.
James Anderson of 1351 Wa-
bash.
The church honoring the late
Mr. Davis is the Christ Com-
munity Baptist church at Mark-
ham, Ill., where he had served
as superintendent of the Sun-
day school.
Before his death on May 5,
1967, he had urged that the
church begin a building pro-
gram which would make room
for additional pews, expand the
choir stand, enlarge the Sun-
day school quarters and pro-
vide for a junior church wor-
ship area and an all-purpose
room.
Mr. Davis then donated the
first $100 for the project and
urged that it begin as soon as
possible.
A short while later, while
standing before his mathe-
matics class at the Thornton
Township High school, Mr.
Davis suffered a fatal heart
attack.
Local relatives had planned
to go to Illinois for a family
reunion with the Harrises last'
-,pring, but instead the journey
had to be made there for his
funeral.
Rev Princeton H. McKinney,
pastor of Christ Temple, said,
JOSEPH DAVIS
"The all-purpose room is being
named for Mr. Davis as a
monument to his influence."
Furniture for the room is
being purchased by Mr. Davis'
widow. A plaque will be in-
stalled during the dedication
on Sunday.
A former Missouri high
school principal, Mr. Davis was
a graduate of Lincoln Univer-
sity at Jefferson City, Mo. He
earned a master of science
degree in education at South-
ern Illinois University and had
completed two years on his
doctorate at Purdue Univer-
sity.
Mr. Davis was a first lieu-
tenant with the Signal Corps
in Germany during World War'
II and was decorated for sav-
ing the life of another soldier
while under enemy fire.
He had moved to Illinois
about three years ago.
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Plato Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups





248 Vance Ave. JA 7-9320
Moatpitia, Torsous••
At Yonkers, N.Y.
YONKERS, N.Y. — Funeral
services were held here Mon-
day morning of this week from
Messiah Baptist Church for
Mrs. Farenza Banks, mother
of Wis. Althea Price of Mem-
phis, Tenn.
Mrs. Price is the wife of Dr.
Hollis F. F rice, president
of LeMoyne College in Mem-
phis
Mrs. Banks died early Wld-
nesday morning and Mrs. Price
departed immediately for Yon-
kers. President Price left for
Yonkers on Friday morning.
Willing Workers
To Meet On Nov. 15
The family of the late Rev.
E Steverson and Mrs. E.
Steverson of 1446 Rayner ave.
,have expressed their apprecia-
Ition to the many friends for
.the telegrams, cards of sym-
pathy and flowers during their
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•HAtE & AWNING CO.
216 S. Pauline Tel. 276-4431
Society Plans
right, Mrs. Marie Stude-
vent, w i nning captain.
(Withers Photo)
Contest
to mention just a Michael Longmire and his
few, will be seen in corn band, the Esquires.
petition.
The winners will receive
Ray Nolan the fabulous disc cash awards. Admission is only
jockey will be there along with fifty cents.
Livingstone To St. Paul Choir
Raise $30,000 To Sing Sunday
In UNCF Drive
Intensive campaigning is un-
derway at Livingstone College;
for the 1967 United Negro 
Col-
lege campaign in an effort 
to
raise $30,000 by the end of the
year for the nation-wide goal
of $5250000.
Areas covered by the fund-
raising efforts, in addition to
Salisbury and Rowan County,
include Stanly County, Mt. Airy
and Iredell County Thomasville
and Iredell County T,homasville
and Lexington.
Mrs. Mattie S. Grigsby, state
director of UNCF for North
and South Carolina, is lending
assistance and directions to the
,campaign.
Jake Alexander, local execu-
tive with the North Carolina
,Finishing Company, is serving
las chairman of the campaign
with Dr. Walter L. Yates, pro-
lessor at the Hood Theological
Seminary, co-chairman.
The senior choir of Mt. Olive
CME Cathedral will present
the Sanctuary Choir of St. Paul
Baptist church in a concert on
Sunday, Nov. 12, at 7 p.m., and
the public is invited.
J. T. Lanier is president of
the choir, and Robert Taylor
program chairman.
Rev. T. C. Lightfoot. Jr




I PSYCHO-PHYSICALPRAYER TEMPLE 
I Send for Free Dolly Blessings. How
I to get what you want through this
new way of Prayer. My Prayers are
being sent out and blessings are
coming in. Mail stamped, spit-
addressed envelope to Rev. C.
Forster, P. 0. BOX 56, St. Albans,
Now York 11412.
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For the Fastest, Convenient, and Most Efficient
Photographer Service Call The Tri-State Defender
Photographer.
We Give You Prompt, Personal Service On All Pho-
to Assignments. If You Are Having A Wedding, Bir-
thday Party, Church or Club Affair Call Us At 526-
8397 For The Fastest Service In Town.
Ask For Continental.
WE NINE CONVENIENT THE RI
RESERVE
GHT
DEL FARM FOOD TO LIMIT
STORES
• Laurelwood Center
• Notional at Jackson
• Quinn• at Sea Isle
• Macon at Wells Station
• Getw•11 at Barron
• Chels•a at Thomas
• Northgate Shopping Ctr.
• Southland Mall
Mclemore at Neptune
Save Del Farm cash register tapes















OVER $35,000 IN PRIZES
JUST PICK UP YOUR FREE COPY OF THE BONUS BINGO
GAME BOOK AND FREE PRIZE SLIPS AT YOUR FRIENDLY
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Gary: Tranquil Before e Storm
Richard Gordon Hatcher, Demo-
cratic candidate in Gary's contro-
versial mayoral election, w?.lks
Count Mar bery (left) discusses
Hatcher's chances for election with
Democratic precinct worker Pearl
Atwood, while Mrs. Atwood takes
down Broadway, Gary main street,
enroute to cast his vote. Hatcher is
surrounded by bodyguards. -
time off from her poll duties to get
a bite to eat. More than 72,000 per-
sons turned out to vote in Gary's
mayoral election.
Emijoyees at the U.S. Steel Gary Works await opening of Mid-
town polling place at 18th and Massachusetts. The polls opened
promptly at 6 a.m. and c:osed 13 hours later. Gary Mayor A.
Republican workers for Joseph Radigan in the all-white area in
Gary mingle around precinct voting headquarters during early
part of election day. (Right photo) Chicagoans lending a help-
ing hand to Democratic mayoral candidate Hatcher, shown in
Martin Katz said the turnout was the largest in the history of
Gary.
Midtown district, are (right) Alderman William Cousins and
Bob Lucas, an official of the Chicago area CORE. (Photos by
John Gunn). 6
Democratic workers for Hatcher encourage voters to elect their candi- because of strong controversy br.tween part
ies and within Hatcher's own
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Justices Weigh Housing
In an amicus curiae brief filed with
the U. S. Supreme Court the Justice
Department asked the judges to de-
cide if lower Federal courts can
refuse to sell homes to Negroes. The
question was raised in support of an
interracial St. Louis couple who were de-
nied a house in a new subdivision. The
couple contend that the action was un-
constitutional.
Should the court rule affirmatively
on the issue, it would give Negroes vir-
tually the same remedies against hous-
ing discrimination by developers that
the Johnson Administration's proposed
fair housing law would create. But the
Justice Department made it clear that
the government was not asking the
court to outlaw racial discriminiation by
private homeowners.
The only issue here, the brief said,
is whether a discriminatory course of
conduct which has the effect of wholly
excluding Negroes from an entire com-
munity violates the Constitution. Sup-
ported by lawyers from the National
Committee Against Discrimination in
Housing, the St. Louis couple contend
that the denial violates not only the 14th
Amendment, but also an 1866 law.
The Civil Rights Division of the
Justice Department made it clear that
the government was not asking the
Court to outlaw racial discrimination by
private homeowners. However, it point-
ed out that the old law, almost forgot-
ten, but still on the statute books, guar-
anteed to freed slaves the same rights
as white citizens to "purchase, lease,
sell, hold and convey real and personal
property."
The Justice Department brief said
the Supreme Court ruled in recent years
that a "private individual who is per-
mitted by the state to perform an es-
sentially public function assumes, along
with the governmental powers of the
state, its constitutional obligations" not
to discriminate against Negroes.
It asserted that the St. Louis devel-
opers in question were creating a com-
plete suburban community, which will
eventually include 2,700 families, tennis
courts, a golf course and a garbage col-
lection system. "To fence Negroes from
such a community," the brief said, ap-
pears to be discriminatory "state ac-
tion," which is forbidden by the 14th
The interracial couple asked the
Supreme Court to declare that housing
discrimination was a "vestige of slav-
ery," and that the 1866 law was enacted
to enforce the 13th Amendment, which
prohibits slavery. This Amendment for- By JACKIE ROBINSON
bids actions by individuals. Therefore,
if the Justices uphold the couple's view, bie
the 1866 law would become a full-blown and
fair housing law, enforcible against any
land transaction by any private person.
The Justice Department brief ac-
knowledged that the Supreme Court held
as recently as 1926 that the 1866 law
could not be used to strike down purely
private discrimination. But it asserted
that the ruling had been eroded by sub-
sequent decisions and concluded that
"there may be a sound basis" for argu-
ing that the 1866 law forbids private ac-
tion which, in practical effect, frus-
trates the right of the Negro to live in
the community of his choice.
The Court is expected to make
known in about a month whether or not
it will accept the St. Louis' couple ap-
peal. If so, the Justice Department will,
undoubtedly, argue as a friend of the
Court in support of the interracial
couple's contention. The case is thus one
which may decide the future not only of
public housing but private residential
dwellings as well in the context of free-
dom of residence.
The Jewish Council
The Milwaukee Jewish Council pull-
ed no punches in its declaration of sup-
port of the civil rights leaders who have
been demonstrating for freedom of resi-
dence in that Wisconsin city. The Coun-
cil called on the city government to en-
act the necessary law and display the
"moral leadership so desperately needed
at this grave moment in our city's
history."
The Jewish Council said that public
officials had "ft responsibility to enact
open housing legislation in fulfillment
of the rights of Negro citizens and other
minority groups." It deplored the intol-
erable violence and bigotry with which
the demands of the ciyil rights protest-
ers had been met, including "the brand-
ishing of the swastikas and other racist
symbols.
The executive board of the Syna-
gogue Council of America voted a reso-
lution urging the Milwaukee city ad-
ministration to enact open hosuing leg-
islation. In Kansas City, Irving M. Le-
vine, director of education and urban
planning of the American Jewish Com-
mittee, told the annual meeting of the
AJC local chapter that they should or-
ganize the intellectual, communal and
financial resources of the Jewish com-
munity to do battle against slums and
economic under-development.
These powerful voices which have
been lifted on behalf of the Negro peo-
ples' cause should not be forgotten when
resolutions are passed by the black pow-
er hierarchy. Jews and Negroes have
problems in common. They can ill afford
to be at one another's throat.
Republican Hopefuls
Republican Presidential hopefuls
afready are scrambling for position at
the post though the race is yet far
away. They engage into numerous
stunts to have the spotlight of publicity
turned on them. Their views on domestic
and foreign affairs, the remedies they
proffer for the problems with which the
national government is grappling — are
not notably illuminating.
Though here and there reference is
made, in a critical vein, of the poverty
program, on the whole civil rights as an
unfinished business has been thus far
systematically skirted. The necessity to
preserve law and order as a national pol-
icy seems to be the extent of the GOP
hopefuls' interest.
It may be an agreed strategy that
that this touchy subject is to be brush-
ed aside until after the first Presiden-
tial primary, in New Hampshire on
March 12. Scion or late, however,
It is bad news that responsi-
New York City officials
dependable New York
newspapers are reporting. The
city's Human Relation Com-
mission Chief, Bill Booth, ad-
mits that a crucial antagonism
is developing between Puerto






gone days, of rumbles between
gangs r e p resenting both
groups. We have also been
aware that some sense of
competition has existed be-
tween Puerto Ricans and Ne-
groes with respect to the job
market. We had hoped that
relationships between these two
groups had improved rather
than worsened.




WHI't NEY YOUNG, JR.
The Changing South
Slowly but surely, change is
i coming to the South. Many of
'the overt signs of segregation
vanished with the passage of
the civil rights laws, and the
battle for true equality is com-
ing more and more to resemble
the fight for better living con-
ditions and an end to de facto
people home and it can stop
the drain of manpower and
brainpower to other regions.
A high point of my trip was
the tour of two predominately
Negro areas They are froof
that the new South will have to
deal with some serious prob-
segregation in the North. 1 Iems before it can move
One significant sign of change 
ahead. I saw rotting shacks
with peeling roofs and walls—came recently with the con-
conditions worse than some ofviction of the murderers of
three civil rights workers in the villa
ges I've seen in Viet-
Mississippi. For the first time,
a Mississippi jury brought in
a conviction against racial
terrorists, indicating that the
people of the South will no
Longer Allow the extremists in
their midst to speak for them.
Another indication of change
is the number of new Urban
Leagues in the South. This is
an important indicator of
change because an Urban
League can only be formed by
an interracial committee of
local people. In many Southern
communities. N e gzoes and
whites are banding together to
form Urban Leagues to help
close the racial gap.
I recently visited Columbia,
South Carolina to help inaugu-
rate the new Urban League
there, and I saw for myself
the change in attitudes—and
some of the problems—in the
the new South.
Republicans will have to face the Negro
question at its full tide and make a res-
olution one way or the other.
What is troubling the party now is
that so many of its Presidential hope-
fuls are anti-civil rights that it would
frighten the most ardent Negro partisan
away from the GOP fold were the can-
didates to make their attitude known
at this stage of the game.
Of course, they will employ all man-
ner of high sounding rhetoric to camu-
flage their real attitude. Their opinion
on the matter will not be phrased in
clear, ringing sentences beyond the pale
of double meaning and confusion. The
high critical point at the platform com-
mittee hearings of the 1968 GOP con-
vention will not be on Vietnam, nor on
the Middle East but on civil rights and
the ghetto riots.
Perhaps the biggest change
in attitude is in the business
community. The South has al-
ways been poorer than other
sections of the country, and
there is an awareness of the
Importance of attracting out-
side industry to pump money
Into the economy and create
jobs. Businessmen know that
industry and its skilled man-
agers and technicians can only
be attracted by cities with
good schools and a good racial
climate.
I met with Columbia's busi-
ness leaders and was impress-
ed by their understanding of
the importance of racial pro-
gress. They know that the
South will always trail the red
of the country so long as its
bright young people graduate
from its colleges and then
move north to take jobs in
New York and Washington.
Economic and racial pro-
gress can keep these young
By HARRY GOLDEN
On my last visit to New
York I saw all the assorted
relatives and friends a 64 year
old man happily still enjoys. I
had not been in New York for
any extended visit because I
had been ill. This time I got
to see everyone. ' I
What disappointed me about
my visits wall,-410t that friend-
ship had paled or ardor cooled.
It is that we have become a
society in which no one has
anything to say.




this day I felt
the first pain,
on this I was
admitted to the
hospital and on
that I was re-
leased and in




George Romney might have
been brainwashed but the rest
of us have newspapers, tele-
vision, and radio not to mention
a Congressman and two Sena-
Yet here we are with the
country committed to a dis-
tressing and costly war and the
folks say, "I don't think any of
us know enough about the situa-
tion to discuss it. Tell me in-
stead about your operations."
Indeed we know all there is to
know about Vietnam and one
way or another we should have
an opinion about American I never met anyone who had
participation, had a word of criticism about
the Musical "My Fair Lady." I
happened to like the show but
surely among the millions who
saw it someone must have
thought it was at least over-
produced; someone else musttors who must on occasion have thought it did not do
memorialize their constituents Shaw's "Pygmalion" justice.about their positions. That But these critics never spokewhich we don't know we can up. It seems everything we
guess at. .produce we make hallow,
nem. No country can call itself
civilized and still permit people
to live in such squalor.
Despite the intolerable hous-
ing conditions of the city's
poor, there is very little public'
housing, and no housing has
been b u i It by non-profit ,
groups, although the federal!
government h a a programs,
which will advance such groups,
money at very low interest,
rates to build new housing for,
low-income families.
In fact, South Carolina and,'
the rest of the South are far'
behind in making use of federal
money and programs to which
they are entitled.
that the cause of the latest
rift is a feeling on the part
of Puerto Ri-
cans in New










zens recently picketed in pro-
test against what they view as
favoritism shown toward the
Negro and resulting in unfair
deprivation of the Puerto Rican
community.
It is inconceivable to me
that Negro and Puerto Rican
people should ever allow ill-
feeling to come between them.,
In New York City, at least
they share so many common
problems. Basically, they oc-
cupy the same social, economic
and political strata — at the
bottom rung of the "Great
Society." If it is true — and
there is no reason to doubt Mr.
Booth's word — that this
problem is a very critical one,
I can only conclude that there
is more to the situation than
meets the eye.
Most of us are aware that
if Negro and Puerto Rican
New Yorkers ever combined
strength, they could constitute
the most powerful bloc in this
city. They could write their
own ticket. It is just possible
that there are elements which
do not wish this to happen.
Divide and conquer — the old
stratagem — may be the
name of the game.
It is heartening to know that
Mr. Booth is giving attention
to this crisis. It is heartening
to note that Manhattan Bor-
ough President Percy Sutton
and Bronx Borough President
Herman Badillo — an articu-
late and powerful Negro and
an articulate and powerful
Puerto Rican — have con-
ferred and announced that
they will work jointly to com-
bat the division and to seek
to built mutual understanding.
If there is a fight involving
the poverty program, it should
not be a conflict of Negro
against P u erto Rican or
Puerto Rican against Negro.
It should be a fight of Puerto
Rican a n d Negro united
against administrators of the
poverty program responsible
for any inequities.
These are grave days and
goodwill among men, irrespec-
tive of race or color or place
of birth, is an imperative if




By Diggs Dot roof h
• far-
WAiiIINGTON — Nothing irks the man in the White
House more than having one of 
his top Negro appointees
cavorting around town 
romancing a blonde. If the Negro
Is married, k raises his 
blood pressure even higher. Ac-
cording to the hot gossip in a 
town that thrives on tall taks,
one of the President's 
appointees used to use a government
car to carry an his a
ffairs. As a result he was shuttled oft
to a safer job. Now the 
folks are saying, the mixed extra-
marital affair has not 
discontinued. Even his wife, who
has been very tolerant 
and understanding about it all is
about to blow a gasket. There 
is strong talk among her
intimates about a divorce action 
which could blow the lid
on the *hole deal. The word 
to her is "cool it." And don't
worry about him, "we'll cool him 
off, but good." ... Speak-
ing of blonde, Claude 
Murphy, who has been com-
ing to town quite often 
recently is reported by his asso-
ciates here as planning to wed 
a Washington blonde. Mur-
phy, who now travels as a 
minister of the gospel was form-
erly a Chicago hood. The 
woman is allegedly the divorcee
of a U.S. diplomat.
IDLE CHIT CHAT: Roy Wilkins is 
staying on top of the
hearings held by the Commission on 
Civil Disorders. Ac-
cording to the rules, a member of 
the Commission absent
when a vote is taken is bound to the 
majority result. And
Roy doesn't want to get the record 
wrong. Merle McCurdy,
the Cleveland district attorney on loan 
as general counsel
to the Commission is winning 
considerable praise for his
legal efforts. This effort could 
conceivably earn him a
federal appointment . . . Candidate Carl 
Stokes was among
the President's guests at a dinner for 
Mexico's President
Gustavo Diaz Ordaz. The invitation was 
utilized by the
Stokes supporters in Cleveland mayoral race to 
show the
high esteem in which he is held at the White 
House . . .
The unwritten law against Negro quarterbacks in 
profes-
sional football is dramatically shown in the case of 
the
Virginia Sailors, a farm team of the Washington Red 
Skins.
The Saliors are located in Arlington, Va., no less. The best
quarterback on the Sailors, Al Tyler is a graduate of Liv-
ingston College. However, the . Redskins have placed two
of their taxicab quarterbacks on team — Lou 
Confessori
and Harry Theophildes for experience. The team revolted
because they want to win and feel that Tyler is the man
to lead them to victory.
WHO'S ON FIRST: One of the more representative
members of the city's new city council that was appointed
recently by the President is Stanley Anderson. Employed
by the D. C. Recreation Department, Anderson has been
active in the civic affairs of the Southwest. He made a
name in the Recreation Department by working with teen
gangs and getting them to channel their energy towards
non-destructive lines. A hardworker and a constant helper
of the poor in the Southwest ghetto, Anderson was a popular
choice. In fact, some folks believe that he and Rev. Walter
Fauntroy would be the only appointees to win an election if
they were selected by popular ballot. Anderson was rapped
by Senator Peter Dominick (R.-Col.) for hoping down a city
job and the council's oost. To get around the technicality,
Anderson agreed to quit his city post and work with HEW'S
Children' Bureau in a juvenile delinquency post. The Senator
seems to continue his skepticism about it all, however, it
appears that Anderson has met a technical requirement.
This is some treatment for the 68,500 a year job that is
bound to loaded with headaches for whomever takes it.
WHAT'S COOKING, PUDDIN'?: Moses Newsome, the
Afro reporter, is among the latest weekly newsmen slated
to icon the government. Newsome is in line for a public re-
lations spot with the Civil Service Commission that has been
getting some rough raps recently. The big issue will mean
to clean up the place and then Newsome, or anyone else
will ha re the tools to work with . William S. (Turk)
Thompson, widely known as one of the charter members
of the Guardsmen, the seaboard's top sporting organization.
had his troubles getting Senate clearance for his spot on the
council. Thompson, an attorney, ha' agree to give up
all cases that he had against the city and sever his partner-
ship with colleagues involved in litigation against t h e
city . . . Many Washingtonians are balking at joining the
Legal Defense Fund campaign. They are claiming that the
whites are taking over that agency in the same manner as
they taking over most of the top civil rights jobs in
government . . . Look for a startling new book about the
Brother in Washington soon. According to those who have
seen the galley proofs (with a major publishing firm) it
name names — not all Brothers — and gives dates a n d
time. It should set the ole town spinning — (if) A court
order doesn't block it.
THE NITTY GRITTY: If you don't think the Adminis-
tration is serious about getting Civil Rights bills enacted,
you just don't know to what length LBJ will go to get votes.
Take the case of Senator Hugh Scott (R.-Pa.). Scott was
in England when a vote on the Senate Judiciary Committee
on the Civil Rights package was to be taken. An Air Force
plane was sent 3,5410 miles to England to retrieve Scott and
bring him back borne for the vote. Scott's vote broke the
7-7 deadlock on a bill that would provide federal protee•
tion for civil rights workers. Everett Dirksen, the minorits
leader, holds the key to the future.
A Great Society That Has Nothing To Say
But even a hypochondriac; The folks don't want to talk , Our conversation subsequent
can get only so much mihnige about the war. though. TheyllY
talk about
out of the body's ravages. I don't even want to 
deteriorates into the efficac%
have been long bored with who will be the American °f the .
what happened to me and I League's most valuable player. or 
disappointment engendered
weight watcher's diet or
am no hypochondriac.
We are all victims of our 
by the new television season,
own overbreeding. We spent 
the ever-spiraling education
appropriation—the very things
we talked about last year.
our adult years warning chil-1 Next year another diet gill
dren never to discuss religion,!
be the vogue, television will
politics, sex, or income in polite l
' 
not have substantially improved
itself, and the, Board of Educa-
tion will ruefully admit it needs
company and that just aboutl
subtracts the subjects on which' another 12 per cent increase.any of us ought to know some-
thit.g. Maybe all of us spent too
many years helping wifey dry
the dishes every night; toe 
imany years warning, "Not n
front of the children;" too
many years trying to deter-
mine if there was an essential
difference between Ford and
Chevrolet cars.
Be For Real...
Have A Warm Heart
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Oh, sure Daddy, I'll very readily ad- But the overzealous ones like Officer
mit that the average cop might be a Allchump there, put an awful bad





The most extreme Black
Power advocates, like Stokely
Carmichael visiting left-wing
countries, now profess to see
the ghetto uprisings in America
as part of the general world-
revolutionary struggle against
capitalism in which the ele-
ment of race is inseparable
from that of wealth.
The applicability of Marx to
events in Hanoi and Johannes-
burg is debatable. In white
American society already pass-
ing from the classic age of
industrial capitalism as Marx
perceived it, such theories pro-
bably obscure more than they
explain.
The exploitation of the Ne-
gro, in classic Marxist terms,
is rapidly disappearing from
the American economy. Yes,
too many Negroes are still
exploited in low-paying jobs,
but the real tragedy of the
ghetto Negro is that he is be-
coming economically superflu-
ous. The mass migration of
Negroes from South to North
is the result of this same pro-
cess of obsolescence occurring
somewhat earlier in southern
agriculture.
The Negro is consequently not
exploited but ignored, unless problem with a Marxist vision
he makes his existence known are therefore unduly optimis-
by demonstrations and riots. tic. It is a comfortable assump-
The average white citizen woul tion that by altering America's
probably prefer to see the economic relationships t h e
whole Negro race migrate
abroad, whatever consequen-
ces this might have for the
economy.
America is a racist society,
and in purely economic terms
—the m a terial self-interest
by which Marx believed men
are motivated — racism must
be considered a luxury. Each
year it becomes necessary
for white America to purchase
this luxury at increasingly high-
er prices.
Each year it becomes obvious
that the majority of the white
community is willing to pay
almost any price.
Marxism is a fundamentally
rationalistic system, in that
political behavior is explained
by assuming that men effi-
ciently calculate their own
economic self-interest. Men
are considered as conscious
beings, at least with respect to
what is ultimately important,
wealth.
This was perhaps an efficient
model for American political
behavior in the days of the New
Deal. The politics of race, how-
ever, has its roots deep in un-
conscious and irrational fears
which seem to afflict whites
of north European background
worse than other Westerners.
Those who see the race
vine;ar, all of which I had
heat(' were supposed to bring
on a period. (I took each of
'tiesc separately.)








A couple of months ago I
found out I am pregnant.
Since my per4od was only two
or three weeks late, I took
lthe cause of the wife's inability
to conceive. A man may be
completely virile and potent
and still unable to father a
^hild.
quinine capsules, Humphrey's Why don't you and your hits-'1, Super Fen, and straight hind consider adoptior? There
aze so many sweet babies
waiting for and badly needing
a home and loving parents to
.are for them and raise them!
so I will have to have the baby. If you want to know more
Now I am worried that the about how you can do this, get
baby may be harmed or de- '•' touch with the Chicago Child
formed in some way because . .are Society at 5467 S. Uni- 
versity Avenue — phone MItried to get rid of it. Do you
;kink it will? —0452.
Another thing — I have not j wish
seen the doctor yet, but have
appointment two weeks from




To my knowledge, none of
the things you swallowed could
Le of any help in bringing about
delayed period. Wien such
rrocedures do appear to be
successful, it is because there
was no pregnancy in the first
place. A period may be de-
layed or even missed corn - 1
pletely for other completely
for other reasons besides
pregnancy.
In my opinion, if you are
oregnant. your baby will not
be harmed. However, for expert
reassurance, I suggest you tell l
the doctor what you have taken;
1.nd ask him this same question.1
problem of the Negro will dis-
appear. White America believes
strongly in the union of tech-
nology and politics, in its ability
to transform the world mas-
sively,
Now whites and blacks are
confronted with feelings which
are primordial in their strength
and persistence. Men are
dominated by such feelings in
many ways — for example, be-
lie in the sanctity of the
family — but rarely are they
allowed to enter the realm of
politics.
By instinct politicians shun
these kinds of issues, whied do
not admit of ready compro,nise
solutions and which Or eaten
at any moment to eplode in
catastrophes beyond the
scope of politics to mend.
Precisely because the hostili-
ty of whites towa -cls Negroes
is not primarily due to eco-
nomics. all America's crash
programs are likely to continue
being marginal in their effects.
Meanwhile, so-called liberal
white institutions like schools,
churches, and the press which
might alter the climate of
opinion seem to have only
barely tangible impact.
By its nature politics can
only deal with external relation-
ships. In the race question both
white and black are starkly
confronted with the complexi-




HOUSE TRAILER . . .
BUY OR SELL IT,
FASTER, EASIER
AND CHEAPER . . .
CLASSIFIED ADS
DO THE JOB!
Day after day, year after year, our classified
section creates a tremendous response for everything from
mobile homes to baby carriages. Advertise your needs
here. Our Want Ads pull!
Dear Leontyne.
I have just started with the
t.irth control pills, I got them
at your Center. I must say it
Li great not to have to worry
every time I go to bed that
I might wake up pre,-.nant. We
have six children already and
think that's enough.
When I was instructed how
to take the pills at tne Center,
the nurse said, "As long as you
take your plls as directed 20-
(itch month beginning on the
"ifth day of your period — you
are protected at all times."
does this mean protection a-




No, it does rot. You are pro-
tected only as far as pregnancy
is concerned. The pills prevent
an ovum (egg) from being pro-
duced in the woman's body.
No egg — no baby.
Thu only method of birth
control which also guards
against venereal disease is
the comdon (rubber) worn by
the man during intercourse.
• • •
Dear Leontyne:
My husband and I love chil-
t.i en dearly but so far have not
Wen blessed with any. I have
been to doctors and had treat-
'rents, but nothing seems to
nelp. Can you tell me of some-
thing I can take or do? Please
DESPERATE
7 car Friend:
My heart goes out to you.
it is a very sad thing to want
to bear a child and not be
i.hle to.
You did not tell me any of
the details concerning your
marriage, so it is hard to
i•cnow what to answer. For ins-
tance, what is your age and
that of your husband? How
long have you been married?
The fact that you sign "our-
"If "Desperate" hints at tense-
ness — worrying too much
about whether you will become
pregnant. It happens ',ten that
this alone makes it difficult for
a conception. Of course, I know
it's easy to tell someone else
o relax and not wcrry, but
not so easy to do it,
Since you have been to doc-
tors and taken treatment, I
feel helpless to advise you
to any extent. I assume the
doctors you consulted were
gynecologists, who are spe-
cialists in wome n's prci-
eiems, including infertility. Was
yf ur husband examined also?




Steel Company reported net
earnings of $2,005,212 or $.70
per share in the third quarter
or 16 weeks which ended Octo-
ber 7. They were $2,451,146 or
$.86 per share in the third
quarter last year.
Sales in the current third
quarter were $36,553,684 compar-
ed to $41,781,559 in the third
quarter of 1966.
Net earnings through the
three-quarters or 40 weeks of
ithis year were $5,783,386 or
$2.02 per share compared to
M,484.972 or $2.27 per share in
Ithe first three quarters last
lyear. Sales for the same time
,this year were $98,826.275 com-
pared to ;107,622,736 for the
initial three quarters in 1966.
you luck and hope
you will write again and let
me know what happens.
* •
(Leontyne Hunt is the voice of
i).anned Parenthood in Chi-
cago. She will answer questions
on family planning, sex educe-
ben and related matters, either
in this column or by persona
.nail if you prefer, tou may
write to Leontyne at Planned
Pz-renthood, 185 N. Wabash
enue, Chicago, Ill. 60601.
Page 7
Two Members Are Crowned At Church
Rev. J. W. Wyms and mem-
bers of the First Baptist Church
Magnolia were guests at Grace
Baptist church when a fund-
raising program was presented
there on Sunday, Oct. 29.
A highlight of the program
was the coronation of two mem-
bers as -Mr." and "Mrs. Grace
Baptist."
Winning the titles were Mr.
and Mrs. Sylvester Scott, Sr.
The program served as a
kick-off to activity at the church
which will be climaxed on
Sunday, Nov. 19, when annual
Women's Day will be observed.
The winning sponsor of "Mr'
and "Mrs. Grace Baptist" was
Mrs. Roberta Crawford. Other
captains were Mrs. Marie
Stutdes ant, Mrs. Pauline John-
son, Mrs. Nettie Rogers, and
Mrs. Junetta Dodson.
Rev. Coleman Crawford, Jr.,
is pastor of Grace Baptist.
STRAIGHT BOURBON WHiSAY • k PROOF • 11965, 0/0 CHARTER DIST, CO., LOUtSVILLL EL
Tick-tock...tick-tock...
the Bourbon that















Play "it's RACING TIME"
every Saturday night WMC.
TV, 7 to 7:30 P.M. There
are 5 exciting races every
Saturday night. Play and
you could be a lucky winner





1032 No. 7th St.
•
You'll find it easy to shop the priceless way...with
Quality Stomps. There are' hundreds and hundreds of
items to choose from...items that are cer‘ain to please
everyone on your list. Check your Quality Stomp Gift
Book and shop easily.
Plan a party and invite
your friends over for an
exciting night at the races.
It's a thrilling way to spend
on evening. Pick. up your
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DEFENDER SATURDAY, 
NOVEMBER 11, 1967
"Religion should be our;
steering wheel, not our
spare tire".
Charles L. Wheeler.'
CO-ETTE RECEPTION . .
With all the effervescence and
that particular brand of charm
that belongs exclusively to
young girls, the Co-Ettes. their
sponsor yours truly and Ad-
visors Misses Jacquelyn Brod-
nax, Linda Hargraves and
Shirley Peace installed
presented their ten new mem-
bers Sunday evening in the
faculty lounge of LeMoyne'
College.
The ten young ladies, who
are now full fledged members
of the Memphis Chapter Co-
Ette Club, Inc., are Charlotte;
Bynum, daughter of Mrs.
Estes Redditt and Claudel
Bynum, We n dolyn Corley,
granddaughter of Rev. and
Mrs. D. S. Cunningham; Debra
Harris. daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Harris; Sharon
Lynn Jones, daughter of Mr.,
and Mrs. James Jones; Vera'
McKinney, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. John W. McKinney;
Camille McChristron, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Marion C.
White; Georgette Robinson,1
daughter of Major and Mrs.1
George Robinson: Barbara;
Westbrooks. daughter of Mr.'
and Mrs. Bennie Westbrookse
and Kathy Williamson, daugh-)
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Booker Fj
Williamson.
These lovelies along with the
other members of the national
girls organization will be
calling on you real soon if they
haven't already approached
you for support of their na-
tional project, the United Ne-
gro College Fund for which the
Memphis Chapter has raised
$6.550.00.
Their formal Charity Ball,
for which the girls get all
decked out in their prettiest
long formals (and the boys
are so suave in 'tails), is a
must on the teenagers' calen-
dar during the holiday season.
DINNERS. . . The Rev. and
Mrs. W. H. T. Brewster were
honored with a testimonial din-
ner for his thirty-seven years
of service as pastor of East
Trigg Baptist Church at the
Holiday Inn on Third Sunday
before last.
Elder Blair T. Hunt. pastor
of Missi ssippi Boulevard
Christian Church was principal
speaker and Mesdames Ann





were co-chairmen. So sorry our
schedule did not allow us to
hear the illustrious Elder Hunt,
whom we are honored to
have as a dear friend, and to
congratulate the equalfy elo-
quent Rev. Brewster who
has penned many beautiful gos-
pel songs. I heard Mahalia
Jackson sing one of his songs
the other day in her own inimi-
table style.
' And then you know Parkway
Gardens Presbyterian Church
celebrated its fifteenth anniver-
sary that same Sunday and
had their founding pastor, Rev.
A. E. Andrews and his beau-
teous Lila as guests.
They feted the couple with
dinner Friday night at the
Dobbs House near the bridge.
The handsome couple is well
loved in the community. She
was for many years secretary
to Dr. Hollis F. Price, presi-
lent of LeMoyne College.
Rev. A n d rews is now ,
pastor of Westwood Presbyter-
ian Church in Louisville. Coin-
cidentally, the elder who served
in his stead while he was away
was Samuel Robinson whose
sister Elsie Malunda is a
member of Parkway Gardens
and whose brother Omar plays
the organ for the church.
The handsome New York City
Criminal Court Judge Tom
Weaver spoke at Second Con-
gregational Church on the
same Sunday. He's the brother
of Arneda and Frank Johnson
and the family used the oc-
casion to have a family re-
union with a brother George
Dale Weaver coming from
Detroit and sisters coming
from Georgia and Little Rock.
CLUB NEWS.. . The project
concerns the children of hte
Goodwill Homes and a group
of ladies have formed for the
purpose of working with the
children but thus far have not
'ome up with a name for
themselves. However, they have
gone about the business of
electing officers and formulat-
ing a program.
When they met over to Mrs.
Samuel (Matte) Crossley's
house it was for the purpose
lof electing officers and they
are as follows Mattie president,
by the by she's now listed
in Who's Who of American
Women: Mrs. Phillip (Alma)
Booth, vice-president; Mrs. Mc-
Cann (Cora) Reid, secretary;
and Mrs. E. W. Gladys) Reed,
treasurer.




fashion specialists in sizes






sizes 161/2 to 241/2
For the onchonting holiday
evenings ahead you'll love
the look of block lace .
the loco "cage- covers a
lined black crepe shift with
pink sash end bow just ba-
neath h. bust/ine . jet
black only.
MAIL ORD1118. Add He poetises
pine 4% bast for Tome. delivery.
toe Cotharisreit now rovolvlso charge
no+ithtig down — 6 =oaths fe pey
•
STOUT SHOPPE
110WPITOvroi • 441 SO. MAIN • 12/441i
ONION An. • 192 UNION • 174411611
WmITIMAnN • sOUTNI.Amo MALL • In-0•64
Members of Standing C,om-i
ittees are Mrs. W. 0.1
(Jewell Speight, Jr., chairmani
of Membership with members
Gabardine Gets 'The Nod' In All Styles And Colors
MEANDERING . . . Mettle
and Whittier Sengstacke's sis-
ter and brother in law, Yola
and Flarzell Moore, were last
being Cora Reid and Mrs.', week visiting them along with t h e racily cut, forw 
ard uduuy . woo. uy u
cause his wife tells him to or
Samuel (Maggie) Peace; the their son Kip Moore who' shoulder suits which have been
vice-president is chairman of has served a tour of duty in working their way eastward 
he gets ink) the office and dis-
,  his suit is shiny and hethe West Coastthe Program Committee with' Viet Nam. They're from Rob- from
' Mrs. Charles (Lois) Tarpley,; bins, Illinois where Flarzell
Mrs. Matthew (Alma) Thorn- is a former councilman and
ton, Jr. and Maggie Peace as Yola is a dietary technician.
members, the treasurer is Flarzell spent much of his lag westward from the east .. .
his bid for councilman of the * ,F . That's all you hear for spring. 
1-louse hold Tipchairman of the Finance time campaigning with Fred en---eese He s taming to this: This
Committee and Mrs. T. J. ! Davis, who was successful in --- a crepe weave gabardine.
There're fifteen teenage girls is confused about what is the one end of America to the.
gone from , Contesting colors used on
the walls and trim draw atten-Fourth
 District. "If anybody in the Midwest a gabardine. It's
vying for the title of "Miss latest style in men's clothingketh
er. And for spring it is in tt°h to the 
trim. In a large
Social Belle" in the contest he has a right to be," said!color. So sheer gabardine is in. 
mmn, this looks all right. If
Weintraub, who is chairman
of the board of Timely Clothes.' 
"For the young man it's
shaped and darted. But the
which plays both ends against
older man it is traditional in
(Pauline) Toney is a mem-
ber, Mrs. Whittier A. Seng-
stacke and yours truly work
with the publicity.
Mrs. M. J. Owen entertained
the Elite Literary Club in her
home on Mississippi Blvd. The
hostess received many compli-
nients on the beautiful red an
pink roses with which she dec-
orated. They were grown with
her own "green thumb."
Among the ladies attending
were Mesdames J. A. Beau-
champ. T. J. Beauchamp, H.A.
Collins, Sr., W. P. Guy, A. S
Hunnicutt, H. H. Jones wlee
received a contribution from
the club for the Prospect Day
CenterCare  of which she 
director; L. W. Jones, J. C.
Mickle, T. H. Watkins. Sr.,
G. W. West, Jr., Charles She!.
to and R. L. Flagg, who was
attending her first meeting in
several months.
And Miss Laurence Patter-
son was hostess to the Phyllis
Wheatley club at her home on
Netherwood and entertained
guests Mesdames W. A. Bisson,
R. J. Roddy, from Woodstock;
Billie Olinger from Rockford;
Frederick Rivers, John Outlaw
and Floyd Campbell along with
members Mesdames and Misses
Harry Cash, C. M. Roulhac,
Hollis F. Pric e, Peter M.
Jones, W. W. Gibson, Allison
Vance. Isabel] Greenlee, R. S.
Lewis, Sr. Clarence Pope Matt-
ie Bell, A. W. Willis. Sr. Anna-
belle Alleyne and E. C. Crai-
Clare Partee directed the Holiday Hosiery
ger,.
George Weintrateu waved a
couple of full page men's cloth-
ing ads from a Wisconsin news-
paper and said something
about "east is east and west
wejst and here is the twain
meeting right in the middle of
the Midwest."
_
One page was advertising
the latest in California clothes
By WALTER LOGAN ton in whipcord, Glens with leader. He wears the California
ticket pockets, slash pockets shoulder and the tricky lapel
and deep side vents. They want:treatment — a notched shawl
it, and with a traced waist ancUcollar.
perhaps a deep center pleat.'
"His suit has cuffed sleeves
"This young fellow buys what! and mitered sleeves (a notch
he wants and he knows what` effeci at the end). It is one
he wants. ; button and two button but about
BO per cent are one button He
wants style but he doesn't
want the more conservative
eastern cut which has a lot
of European influence he
wants the American Cali-
cover fornia look.
The other page praised the
beauty of racily cut New York
suits which seem to be mov-
plays when the Utopian Bridge
club met with her at her home
on Saxon. Taking leading parts
at the game were Dorothy
Akins. capturing a vanity
set: Juanita Crump, an orange
and brown ash tray and the
third prize a pair of glove
idryers went to Helen Jones.
Also calling the evening a
success were Cora Beteet,
Shirley McDonald, Ma bleen
'Lloyd. Carrye Young, Jimmie
McClure, Vonetta Watson. Alice
Minor and personable Maxine
Gunn. who works in Mayor
Ingram's office, who was mak-
ing her debut as a new mem-
ber.
Mrs. Taylor (Louise) Ward
feted her bridge mates the
Devoue Bridge Club in the
Passport Room of our Metro-
politan Airport and was as-
sisted by her daughter Mrs.
Utillus (Elenel Phillips, Jr.
Bridge pals attending were
Sallie Bartholomew who select-
ed as her prize an orange um-
brella; Elizabeth Simon. an
over night travel bag; Esther
Brown a green velvet casual
bag: Leola Gilliam, a turquoise
velvet bag, Orphelia Byes. Vic-
toria Hancock, Iris Harris,
Allegra Turner, Grace Young,
Walterine Outlaw, and Edith
Thornton.
Invited were Ruby Jackson
who chose an overnight travel
bag; Addie Jones, a green um-
brella; Maydella Reeves, a
brown and gold velvet casual
bag and Lytia McKinney, a
white umbrella.
Other guests, who along with
each member and guest were
presented small bottles of per-
fume which the hostess brought
back from Nassau, were Har-
riet Davis, Mildred Gordon,
Margaret Rivers, Maydella
Reeves, Althea Price. Rosa
Robinson, Juanita Arnold, who
presented the hostess an or-
chid corsage; Marion Gibson.
Louise W h ittaker. . Frances
Hayes. Ruth Parker. Berner-
dine Holmes, Helen Batts, Ver-
nits Watson, Lois Tarpley,
Nell Northcross, Vivian Willis,
Eloise Flowers, Kathryn Thorn.
ton. Beatrice Johnson. Mary
Roberts, M a r tha Flowers,






You don't have to livo with the
awful torment of skin upset by
the agonies of itching of certain
minor skin irritations. PALMER•S
-SKIN SUCCESS" OINTMENT is
the proven way initiinns net test,
blessed relief when their skin
cries "help". As this internation-
ally famous skin medication eeeee
the itching, and induces fast re-
lief from itching miseries, you'll
reel Softer fast! Doctors knew
stretching can disfigure as well
se caws. dangerous infection.
YOU owe it to yaw comfort, and
nptoinranne, to let PALMER'S
'SNSUCCESS" OINTMENT help
mike your life liveable again
sponsored by the NAACP.
There is still time for organi-
zations to enter contestants.
The coronation ball will be the middle and manufactures
held Dec. 1. in the Chisca both kinds.
Ballroom and the committee
is stressing the fact that it 
But, he explained, it is really
definitely will be formal. 
very simple.
Mrs. Charles Tarpley is There are actually three
General Chairman of the con- main styles for various ages
test and types including a middle-
note from Gerri Major, so- of-the-road type for men who
ciety editor for Johnson Pub- Ilike to be well-dressed without
lishing Company's Jet and Ebo- appearing too style conscious.
ny told us that she NVOUld be. *
working from .the European; 
-The Small manufacturer in
office in Paris for about five. the East can cater to the east-
months. Gerri is a well
-traveled 
.. Italy'en trade he can do the
g a high six- or eight-button look,"
and France this past sum- Weintraub said.
mer for the umpteenth time.
Don't forget the AKAs' dance
this Friday night at the Rose-
wood. It'll benefit their scho-
larship fund. Elma Mardis is
basileus of the graduate chap- twill with shaped waist.
ter Beta Epsilon Omega which It's the young man who is
is sponsoring the dance. ' changing and who has the
Velma Lois Jones, regional money for this type of suit,"
director of the Southeastern
he 
said.
Region of the sorority was in 
Birmingham over the weekend "He once bought a tradi-
for the initiation of new mem- tional three-piece suit. Now he
bers in Omicron Omega which finds a new style and he's
boasts it is the oldest chapter swinging this way. This is his
new fashion the two but-in e region
Sparkling new excitement
afoot: holidays made more'
festive by the razz)e-dazele of
the "Shin- mer."
The magic is in Lurex art-
!fully used with nylon in a deli-
cate all-over rosebud pattern
Ito spotlight the leggy, roman-
tically feminine "Pretty Grit"
look.
A flash of silver, gold, cop-
per, turns nine to five clothes
into gala occasions with just
a quick change-of-hose: adds
new dimensions of enchantment
to gossamer chiffons, elegant
,satins. and all "Very Special
MINI MAGIC
"But this is not for the en-
tire country." He then display-
ed his version of the eastern
suit, in this case a two-button
- "Now comes ' the next man
what I call 'Mr. America,' the
Occasion- dresses.
A Cameo exclusive, the very
own roselit glitter for gala
evenings in styled with the
nude heel to complement the
glamorous evenings sandals.
kecomes in sizes e to II.
Mothers'
Backaches
Woeful lack of exercise in
!girlhood is one reason why
many young mothers have per-
sistent low back pain, reports
Dr. Evelyn S. Gendel, ortho-
pedic surgeon with the Kansas
Health Department. As a con-
sequence, they have poorly
developed abdominal muscles
and weak connective tissue.
Yves St. Laurent, designer
for the young-aeheart with a
distinct flair for the unexpect-
ed fashions a sophisticatedI .
snmegown of soft pink silk ,
crepe with pink ostrich feath-
ers around the hemline and,
for sparkling accents, jeweled
cuffs and buckle. Gown and
pink ostrich hat are modeled
by B a rhara Prvscock in
10th annual Ebony Fashion
fair benefit for the United
Negro College Fund, which





icotoRs GRAY HAIR sua
2 DRESSES HAIR IN PLACE
decides to give up a set of golf
ibs to get a new one.
. .
cut.





The "Thunderbolt" of Fa-
ther B e rtrand recently
,
"This is the type of coat
the room has some fine archi-
tectural trim, this is a smart
way to play it up. But be sure
the contrasting woodwork and
walls
many
won't add up to too
colors.
crooned their homecoming
queen and court. From left
are Patrice Milam; Shirte
GIGANTIC
END
which makes the American
male look good. He can have*
round shoulders and have
a hunched ,back but when he
wears this he is a superman
when he looks in the mirrow."
Weintraub waved the Wis-
consin paper again.
"As I was saying. East is
East and West is West. .
Wife Preservers
Stand a table knife in glasios or
jars that must be filled with boiling
liquids. Thiry won't crock.
Caple; Miss Bertrand, Shei-
la Bell and Yvonne Mitcrel.
(PHOTO BY CONTINEN-
BY Mon Claire
14 North Main Street
Corn., of Coal and Mein (Downsfa;rs) 527-361f


































































Members of the Vanguard
Letter Carriers club held a
coronation ball at Club Rose-
wood recently, and crowned
Miss Brenda Lee as its queen
for 1968.
On hand to place the crown
on the head of Miss Lee was
Miss Dorothy Taylor, the out-
going queen. The pageantry
was witnessed by the club's
first queen, Miss Lena Town-
send.
Miss Lee was selected for
the honor from among five
finalists, which included Misses
Louisa Davis, Beverly Jones,
Roxie M. White and Freddie
Williams.
Sidney Wallace, president of
the Vanguard Letter Carriers
club, said the contest was a
success, and the organization
appreciates those who helped
to make it one of the best.
Other members of the club
are Samuel Brown, Willie
cl-rk, Henry Exum, John Gil-
liam, Bennie Harmon, Leon
Knowles, Booker McChriston,





The Hiawatha Art and Social
club held its October meetinC
at the Lelia Walker Clubhouse;
with Mrs. Lillian Scott, Mrs.
Lettie L. Poston and Mrs. M.
J. Dixon as hostesses.
A committee was appointed
by the president to make
plans fot the 1967-68 session.
Mrs. Ethyl Venson made re-
marks about the election, and
an excellent fellowship session
followed business.
Other members present were
Mrs. Ernestine Martin Mrs
Mary E. Murphy, Mrs. Lucy
Fowlkes, Mrs. Winnie F. Hill.
Mrs. Flora Cochrane, Mrs. W.
A. Bisson, Mrs. Annie Mitchell,
Mrs. Maggie G. Newsjom, Mrs.
J. H. Seward, Mrs. Amanda
VANGUARDS' QUEEN —
Miss Brenda Lee, left, was
crounjed queen of the Van-
guard Letter Carriers club
during coronation ceremon-
ies held recently at Club
Rosewood. Placing crown
Sigma Gamma Rho Plans
Founder's Day Program
versity of Tennessee, Knox-
ville.
She has served as a class-
room teacher in the Jackson
City schools, an instructional
supervisor of the Jackson City
Schools, consultant for In-serv-
ice Teacher Education of Ten-
nessee State Department of
on her is Miss Dorothy Tay-
lor, the outgoing queen.
(McChriston Photo)
NEW CO-ETTES . . . were
installed Sunday in the
Faculty Lounge of LeMoyne
College. Left to right;
Shirley Peace, advisor,
Pamela Starks, chairman









dent; Linda Hargraves, and
Jacquelyn Brodnax, ad-
visors' and Miss Erma
Lee Laws, sponsor (Photo
by Continental.)
I'Major' Skirt Joins
Mini On Carnaby St.
The pretty model stepped out
of one of Carnaby Street's
avant-grade b o utiques, the
hemline of her dress brushing
against the top of her calf-
length boots.
She was ready to meet the
71s director of the Thirteen- Workshop ForEducation, and is 
now serving
College Curriculum Program.
Mrs. Willette P. Bowling is Girls Planned
,program chairman and Mrs.
Smith Mrs Annie L Thomp- al diploma from Columbia Uni- Azalee Malone, co-chairman
son and Miss B. C. Lenoir,' versity and the doctor of edu2 Mrs. Nettye R. Jackson
reporter. cation degree from the Uni- ' basileus of the sorority.
Sigma Gamma Rho sorority
will observe its 45th anniv2r-
sary Founders' Day program
Ion Sunday, Nov. 12, at Park-
way G a rdens Presbyterian
Church at 5 p.m.
Dr. Darlene L. Hutson, as-
sociate professor of education
at Tennessee State 1 niversity,
will be the guest speaker.
Dr. Hutson holds a bachelor
of arts degree from Lane Col-
lee, the master of arts from























Dr. Dorothey I. Height,
national president of the Na-
tional Council of Negro Wo-
men, presided during the first
of three workshops. designed
to meet the needs of girls in
three cities.
The National Council has
set these workshops for Dan-
ville, Virginia, Miami, Florida
and Minneapolis-St. Paul. The
Danville Section of the Council
sponsored the workshop which
was hosted and directed by
Volunteers Unlimited.
stares of shoppers and sight-
iseers but hardly anyone even
glanced at her. They were
saving their looks for the mini-
skirts and mod-suits which
I made Carnaby Street world
, famous.
Yet Irvine Sellars the shrewd
ready-to-wear m a n ufacturer
responsible for starting many
a trend in his boutiques, plans
to make a third of his line for
girls in the -new" long length
— the "major skirt," if you
want a name.
"We're making them because,
we feel there is a demand,";
Sellars said. "We don't feel the
mini-skirt is finished — not atl
all — it's something young girls
can wear that older women
can't or won't so it'll be around
or quite a while, but there's
also a call for something dif-
ferent. It's probably a rebellion
against the rebellious."
Dr. Height pointed out that
the purpose of the workshops,
is to "establish program
guidelines for the work of thei
local section and give a basel
of knowledge and commit-
ment on which the section and
,community can build in fac-
ing the problems of girls."
Theme for the second day
workshop was 'Girls-The Crises





daughter of Mrs. Willie Mae
Eggerson of 284-E Dixie Mall,
is now on duty with the United
States Air Force after complet-
ing her basic training at
Lackland AFB, Tex.
The youngest of six daughters
of Mrs. Eggerson, she is a 1967
graduate of Manassas High
school.
His chief designer, Liz
Cloves, 25 agrees.
"I think some girls are just
sick of looking so extrovert,"
she said, ''though I think it





Annual Women's Day will be
observed at the Greater Middle
Baptist church at 821 Lane
ave. on Sunday, Nov. 12, and
guest speaker at the program
at 4 p.m. will be Miss Mamie
Marique, a member of Mt.
Moriah Baptist church of De-
troit.
Miss Mazique is director of
youth activities of Mt. Moriah,
which is also pastored by Rev.
B. L. Hooks. She is a public
school teacher in Detroit, a
member of Alpha Kappa Alpha
sorority, and daughter of a
minister.
Speaking at the morning ser-




Save your walking hours
for
Original
and reap nothing but pleasure from these
fashion-wise comforts by Penaljo. With
the exclusive Play Arch construction,
mini-wedge heel and sassy hand lace,
you're set to go ... anywhere. Don't
settle for less than the original,
the Penal Jo Original.
PINALJO PATENTED PLAY ARCH
Sizes to 12 AAAA to B
Sizes Over 10 $1.00 extra
Comes in Grey, Black,
Brown, Bed or White
Men's and Women's Fine Shoes
16
Mail and Phone Orders
Add 50c Postage and
4*(,, Res. Tenn. Tax.
HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS










gi.4,40,6*4.41%11:00.: B&W in Memph7s by Memplilans
rushed daily to your big
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SA
SPORTS HORIZON
MOMENT OF TRU lii
Playoffs to decide the city
grid championship are sched-
uled to be unreeled next Thurs-
day and Friday nights, yet
none of the 24-team members
of the Memphis Interscholastic
Athletic Association have cinch-
ed a berth in the semifinals by
being declared winners in any
of the four divisions that make
up the loop.
Strong Christian Brothers is
a solid favorite to cop the AAA
Division title; however, CBHS,
which had the scare of its life
befdre beating Washington,
7-6, eould be tied should Over-
ton upend the Brothers this wee
as the first MIAA season is
completed.
The c o mplications really
set in when you try to unm angle
the confusion in the other three
divisions. In AAAA, where
Washington has been on the
rampage of late, four teams
ge into the final week of play
still not mathematically out of
championship contention. Ac-
cording to the MIAA formula
for deciding the playoff repre-
sentatives, should there be a tie
between two teams who have
played each other the winner
will be awarded the title.
Last week the Warriors
eliminated M a nassas from
AAAA contention by a sur-
prisingly easy 37-19 triumph.
It is on the strength of this
big win that the Warriors will
be slight favorites when they
battle AAAA Division leaders,
the Hamilton Wildcats Friday
niglxi in Washington Stadium.
Hamilton, undefeated this
season until its seventh game
upset by Manassas, 14-13, can
gain a playoff berth with a vic-
tory over Washington.
The Warriors will be awarded
the division crown if they can
defeat Hamilton despite having
identical 5-2 records. Overton,
the other team given a chance
before last week's action, had
its hopes smeared in a 13-20
loss to White Station.
A REAL DILEMMA
If a division can't be settled
by won-and-lost percentages,
a league formula, which has
some coaches crying the blues,
will be used. In this system,
six points will be given a team
which has defeated a first-
place finisher, five points for
beating a second place team,
four for third, three for
fourth, two for fifth, and one
for sixth. As a last resort
measure a toss of the coin will
be the deciding factor.
The AA loop winner appears
to be Melrose, loser to Mani*
sas and Washington. Only the
oss to Washington counts
against the Golden Wildcats.
Melrose trampled Trezevant,
39-10, and a win this week over
Lester will likely give them a
tie with Catholic, as both teams
are expected to finish tied
with 6-1 league marks.
The Terriers, who swept pass
Northside by 63-0 count last
week, haven't been contested
since their 21-10 loss to CBHS.
Melrose will be the league rep-
resentative by the MIAA's al-
ready hated Mathematical For-
mula. Catholic is hopeful of a
bowl bid. MIAA teams will sup-
ply participants in the Blind
Game and the Blues Bowl.
The A League should get a
playoff position for Trezevant,
or Southside. The Scrappers
rallied last week to downj East,
25-14. The win tied them for
the lead with Trezevant with
4-2 records. Lester won its first
game of the season with a 13-7
upset of Father Bertrand. The
Lions caught fire in the second
half and pushed across the
winning touchdowns.
In other action Central drop-
ped Douglass, 27-6, Hamilton





The trotters take over the
spotlight this week at Holly-
wood Park with the $25.000
Stepping Stone Trot Saturday
as the week's top feature to
serve as a preview of the
$60,000 American Trotting Clas-
sic Nov. 18.
The horse to beat in Satur-
day's stepping stone trot will
be Carlisle, one of the nation's
best. Last Saturday Carlisle
raced to a length and a quart-
er win in the $20,000 Beverly
Hills Trot after having won
the Long Beach trot.
Sir Faffee, who has beaten
Carlisle this season, broke
stride in the stretch Saturday
but will be back in the Step-
ping Stone for another shot
at the winner. Real Speed,
another of the best in the na-
tion, was scheduled to go in
the Saturday stakes as well
as Candid Rodney, Lumber
READY TO GO —U.S.
Air Force Colonel Daniel
"Chappie" James Jr.,and
his back seat pilot, First
Lieut. Bob C. Evans of
Crystal Springs, Miss., pre-
pare to take off on another
combat mission over North
Vietnam. The two normally
fly as a team and were to-
gether on the January 2
MIGebunting mission that
netted the wing seven
"kills."
Cepeda Unanimous Pick
As NI Most Valuable
NEW YORK (UPI) — Or-
lando Cepeda, slugging first
baseman of the St. Louis Car-
dinals, became the first play-
er in National League history
Tuesday to be unanimously
voted the league's Most Val-
uable Player.
The 30-year old native of
Ponce, P.R., was the No. 1
selection of all 20 members
who participated in the annual
voting of the Baseball Writers
Association of America. The
only previous unanimous se-
lections in the 38 years of the
voting were American
Leaguers Al Rosen of the
Cleveland Indians in 1953 and
Frank Robinson of the Balti-
more Orioles in 1966.
Carl Hubell of the 1936 New
York Giants came closest to
a National League unanimous
vote when he received six
YOU OWE IT TO YOURSELF
To see Vaiiillac /04 1968
elegance in action
It's as easy to own a Ktaidicie
As any other car on the market . .












HARDTOP SEDAN DE VILLF
MADISON CADILLAC
*vat SO CARS IN STOCK TO CHOOSE FROM
27 MONTH WARRANTY
with 136 points, followed by
Roberto Clemente of the Pitts-
burgh Pirates who won his
fourth NL batting title with a
.357 mark, who had 129 points.
Clemente was the NL's Most
Valuable Player in 1966.
votes with two experts ab-
staining. Hubbell had a 26-6
record and a 2.31 earned run
average that season.
Obtained from the San Fran-
cisco Giants fo- pitcher Ray
Sadecki on May 8 1966, Cepeda
batted .325, hit 25 home runs
and drove in 110 runs this
year to lead their first National
League pennant since 1964. He
is the first firstbaseman to
win the MVP award since Stan
Musical, now Cepeda's general
manager. won it in 1946.
Cepeda's powerful bat
proved the difference between
the Cardinals' 1966 and 1967
offense. He was the big stick
who drove in the key runs for
the Cardinals, whose fleet,
sting hitting Lou Brock and
Curt Flood were constantly on
base.
The choice of Cepeda also
was a personal victory for
the 6-foot, 2-inch, 210-pound
first baseman who had been
which did not have at least
one vote for a player.
For a standout player recog-
nized as a star, Cepeda has
had a checkered career. Cast
in the shadow of Willie Mays
when he joined the Giants in
1958, he has been a high-
average, long-ball hitter for
WON TICKETS TO GAME
These TSD newsboys won
tickets to the MSU — Flori-
da State football game last
week by increasing their
subscriptions. Seen here
are from the left (front
row), Joe Calvin Harris,
10, son of Mrs. and Mrs.
Joe C. Harris, Sr. of 3187
Alta rd., a Hamilton stu-
dent; Reginald Huery, 13,
a student at Hamilton, and
son of Mr. and Mrs. John
C. Register of 1217 Green-
law st.; Kenneth Olds, 11,
a student at Carver, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Olds of 19 d Mosby ave.;
Anthony Falls, 13, a Car-
ver student, son of Mrs.
and Mrs. Cicro Falls of
162.5 S. Third st.; Dwight




The U.S. announced evacuation
of wives and children from its
consulate in the Congolese town
10 years. He led the NL in of Lubu mbashi, formerly
both runs batted in and home Elisabethville, because of the
runs in 1961 and has hit 25 invasion of Katanga Province




NEW YORK (UPI) — Three night game; Virginia 5 over
of the nation's high-ranked North Carolina; William and The consulate will not be which landed
teams find themselves tabbed Mary 3 over West Virginia; closed yet, the spokesman said. Rhodesia.
Clemson 24 over Maryland;
Georgia 7 over Florida; Au-
burn 19 over Mississippi State;
Vanderbilt 6 over Kentucky
and Florida State 7 over Vir-
ginia Tech.
Southwest—Texas Tech 10
over TCU; Rice 3 over Ar-
accused by the Giants of not!rates a six-point underdog kansas and Texas 19 over Bay-
being a "team player." ? against Michigan State and kir
.Minnesota, tied with Alabama,
Tim McCarver, the dynamic
bard-running catcher who hit
.295 for the Cardinals finished
lsecond to Cepeda in the voting
Following the top three in
the voting were Ron Santo of
the Cubs with 103 points. Hank
Aaron of the Atlanta Braves
with 79, Mike McCormick of
the San Francisco Giants with
73, Lou Brock of the Cardinals
with 73. Tony Perez of the
Cincinnati Reds with 43, Julian
Javier of the Cardinals with
41 and Pete Rose of the Reds
with 40.
The next five in the voting
were Jim Wynn of the Houston
Astros with 29 points, Fergu-
son Jenkins of the Cubs with
26, Flood of the Cardinals with
24, Ernie Banks of the Cubs
with 22 and Nelson Briles of
the Cardinals with 20.
A total of 29 players from
nine teams received at least
one vote. The Los Angeles
Dodgers were the only team
HEY NEIGHBOR!
Is the news of your
club, your church, your
school, your civic group
showing up in your
newspaper?
If it isn't, there's
something y o u should
do about it. Appoint a
public relations chair-
man. Have that person
call Tri State Defender,
JA 6-8397.
We'll explain h o w
your news should be
prepared, how it should
be sent in.
NOTICE!
If you're not getting
your fair share of cover-
age, that's a situation
we can help you correct.
Deadline for all news 5
p.m. Sunday.
as underdogs for their games
.Saturday by the oddsmakers.
North Carolina State, tied
with UCLA for third place in
the latest ratings, is a two-
point underdog against Penn
State; sixth-ranked Indiana
r es —S an ordfor 10th in the ratings, is a Oregon.
13-point underdog against fifthl 
ranked Purdue.
In games involving other l 
U.S.Task Ftop ranking teams. No. 1  
Southern California is an 11-
""point pick over Oregon State, 
second-ranked Tennessee rates,
20 better than Tulane, UCLA
figures by 10 over Washington,
ninth-ranked Oklahoma is a 21-
point over Iowa State and Ala-
bama is given a slim one-
point nod over Louisiana State.
In other games:
East—Cornell is 26 over
Brown; Syracuse 14 over Holy
Cross; Yale 28 over Pennsyl-
vania; Harvard 7 over Prince-
ton and Navy-Duke even.
Midwest—Illinois - Michigan
even; Ohio State 13 over Wis-
consin; Nebraska 7 over Okla-
homa State; Northwestern 7
over Iowa and Missouri 19
over Kansas State.
South—Miami (Fla.) 10 over





WASHINGTON (UPI) — A
newly-formed federal task force
is beginning a search for ways
to break the nation's smoking
habit.
Formation of the 11-member
study group, made up of leaders
from education, business and
medicine, was announced by
Surgeon General William H.
Stewart.
"lsa.id its objectives would
be to encourage young people
not to start smoking, reduce
the hazard among persons who
already smoke and "develop
a climate of opinion" so that
if a less hazardous cigarette is
developed, smokers will turn to
it.
to relieve pressure on
Bukavu where the rebel
cenaries of Maj. Jean Scramme
and their supporting Katan-
gese gendarmes have been
Belgians and other ex-
under heavy Congolese army 
 
patriates were also reported fire for almost two weeks.
fleeing the Congo.
Most of the Americans are
the wives ard children of the
consulate staff, but the Lusaka
embassy said some private
American citizens were also
in the group.
Riverview, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Jackson of 2120
Seaford ave.; John Sheilds,
14, a Hamilton student who
lives with his aunt Mrs.
Hattie Saunders of 1907
Fremont ave. Robert Lee
Houston, Jr. 13, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Lee Hous-
ton, Sr. of 768 Baltimore
ave. (PHOTO BY CONTI-
TAL)
Fourteen adults and seven
children were traveling in pri-
vate cars through the Con-
"The bulk of our staff are
still there," he added.
According to mercenaries
Bukavu in the northeastern
Congo, the invasion force in
the south consists of 320 white
mercenaries and 2,000 Katan-
gese gendarmes.
They are apparently attempt-
golese frontier town of Kasum-iing
bolese on the border with Zam-
bia, a spokesman said at the
U.S. embassy in Lusaka. He




Zambian newsmen who re-
turned from the Congo over
the weekend brought back un-
confirmed reports the invasion
force.was headed by Col. Bobby
Denard who was wounded








SO... IT'S THE DAY AFTER PAYDAY....1 STILL
THINK YOU SHOULD Hui 'STAYED HOME
/,.,-,,,, /,/,-,///////' ///////////////////,/,.///4' •,/ //////,/,/, •
REMODEL YOUR HOME
by installing
A New Kitchen - for the Holidays
WE ARE HOME IMPROVEMENT SPECIALIST






. STORM WINDOWS & DOORS
. PAINTING . PANNELING
. REMODELING . REPAIRS
Roosoaoblo Prices - Quality Work Guaranteed
EASY TERMS-NO MONEY ill NEXT YEAR
OVER 25 YEARS IN BUSINESS
ROYAL CONSTRUCTION CO.3 214 SUMMER AVE.
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A Point Of View Takes His
Nat D. Williams
DOES EDUCATION PAY?
American Education Week is being observed in
the United States this week. Educational administra-
tors, teachers, students, and various interested citi-
zens are presenting a variety of programs focused
on education.
Perhaps the main purpose of the week is to
arouse active community interest in the various
aspects of education. This it must be admitted is
a commendable objective. There are many phases
of the educational area that demand greater com-
munity interest, understanding, and participation.
There are such matters as adequate school
buildings, better pay for teachers, discipline among
the pupils, proper selection of Boards of Education,
school financing, curriculum adjustment to the de-
mands of the time, quality in education, textbook
selection, the right of teachers to strike or not to
strike, and many others.
But basically, there is one problem of Pduca-
tion which the American public needs to tackle and
solve. That is the question of whether not mass ed-
ucation as we know it in America really pays. Too
often when the question of whether or not educa-
tion pays people begin at once to go into a com-
puter act, and commence figuring returns in dollars
and cents. They recall the old statistics that hold
that a high school graduate earns more than a
grade school finisher. They rate the college-edu-
cated person's income on the basis of the degrees
he holds, and the like.
However there are other values to be taken
in mind when asking if education pays. True, most
of us will agree that it should pay in a sense of
achievement, in certain cultural attainments, in be-
ing better able to communicate_ and so on. But
aren't there other asnects to this evaluating the
worth of education?
In the first place, what is eaucatim, ? Is
mere)y book learning. Is it only trained sll
some technolocrical area? Is it an ornament to
To Hear
By ALFRED DUCKETT
"Man," Big Mouth said,
"Ain't nobody got a momma
like my momma. When the
Good Lord made her, he
threw away the mold. That
woman is something else. But,
Lord have mercy. I don't
know what I'm gonna do with
her."
"And you wouldn't know





worn like a ring? What is your definition of &In-
cation ?
"You are right about that,"
he admitted. "Cause I do love
that lady. But she can be such
a trial. She embarrassed me
something awful last night and
I don't think I'll ever get over
it."
After you have defined it for Yourself, how
does your definition stand tin to the question of
whether or not education pays? If it pays, how does
it pay? In increased income? Is that enough to ex-
pect of an education?
"What did she do?" I wanted
to know.
"Well, she performed. Le-
me run it down from the start-
Mr. Hoskins, you know, is my
boss. The big boss. Chairman of
the Board of the whole Justice
National Bank which keeps me
in, paychecks. Well, he has al-
ways liked me and has known
to say I am the best bank
security officer — that's what
he calls it instead of just
plain guard — that there is.
"The other day he come
downstairs from a board meet-
ing and was on his way out the
front door which I hold open
•for him special. He smiled and
went out to his car. He is about
to put his key in the door
when he looks at his watch
and stops, looking puzzled. He
.turns around and comes back,
— - - -
Momma
Opera
Death Writes Finish To Famous Comedy Act
The g r eat comedy act,ner after the 1963
"Butterbeans and Su sie" his first wife, Susie,
played for its Last time with just come off and the
the famed Jodie Butterbeansloved us.
Edwards on Saturday Oct.; 
but before he could ask me 
„
U. Minutes after Butterbeans We were standing
anything, I let him know, / walked off stage to the tempo 
dressing room talki
one of Butter's fanhim. of thunderous applause he hadknew what was bothering
a heart attack. Walter McDonald.
"I put a dime in the parking
meter, sir," I told him. "I Mr. Edwards succumbed to a
wasn't going to see you get heart attack in his dressing
a ticket." "That's real kind of
you," he said. "By the way,
room at the Dorchester Inn
while he was chatting with
do you and your wife like his partner Dixie and a fan.
Butterbeans and Dixie wereopera."
performing at an affair spon-
"I once had a wife, but not sored by the Indiana Univer-
city alumni group.now," I said. "And as for
opera, that is something I
know nothing about. I have al-
ways intended to go see one
because I have heard snatches
of opera on the radio and I
love to hear the children
rushed to St. Farncis Hospitalscreaming them impossible
notes." in Blue Island where he was
Does education pay? If so, what? Your answer
to that question indicates your evaluation of the
usefulness of American Education Week ...really !
"Good," Mr. Hoskins says
And he reaches in his pocket
and takes out a little envelope.
"If you are not busy Thursday
night, you can take these
tickets and be my guest at the
opera and if you do not have
a wife, I am sure you can find
someone nice to take along."
At first I thought of telling
Mr. Hoskins how I appreciated
his offer, but that maybe he
ought to let someone else
have the tickets. Then he said
the opera was about some
Artificial respiration was
administered by the doctor
and Ted Saunders until a
pulmnonator squad arrived.
The stricken entertainer was
pronounced dead.
Mr. Edwards who lived in
Chicago at 419 E. 46th St. with
his wife of six weeks, the
former Eva Wheatley had been
in entertainment industry for
55 years.
Together with his first
wife and partner. Susie, the
team of Butterbeans and
Susie cut a swath of mirth
across the country and around
the world. They were the first
Negro act to cut phonograph
records.
death of Saunders, who was on the stage
"We hadiwhen Mr. Edwards died, called
a udience!the vaudevillian a "legend,"
and equated him with other
show business greats who lieu-
in the lrished during the Roaring
ng „ithl Twenties.
s, a Dr. The team though a favorite,
mostly of older a udiences-
"We talked for a while
and then it looked as if Butter
was bending over to tie his
shoe, but he just crumpled
to the floor."
Organized in 1915, the team
appeared with such greats as
Ethel Waters, Larry Steele,
Jackie Moms Mabley, Pig-
meat Markham and others.
The Butterbean and Susie
revue toured the country for
several years-the favorites of




Host To Civic Club
The 35th Ward Civic Club,
Precinct 1, will hold its regular
monthly meeting at the home
of George Washington of 2'75 E.
,Waldorf on Friday night, Nov.
110, at 7:30.
All members are asked to be
'present. Friends of the organi-
zation are also invited.
barber living in some foreign
sounding city. And, being According to Dixie, Mr.', Mrs. InezI,
hand out in the Down Home Edward's adopted daughter!and public
Barber Shop Saturdays, I who served as his part-,of the club.
thought I might as well take
those tickets. So that is how
I got to take momma to the
opera where she embarrassed
me something awful."
"How?" I wanted to know.
'UN We Believe'
Holds Reception
NEW YORK — (ANP)
The United Nations social sea-
son started with a glitteringl
black-tie reception and dinner
given at the Waldorf-Astoria
by an organization called -UN
WE BELIEVE".
I had heard little of this
, group, but learned from the ,
program that it is a nonprofit ,
educational organization char-
tered by New York State. The
uncompromising affirmation of
its title and its goal, 'a more
effective United Nations," seem
to differ little from the better-
known United Nations Associa-
tion of the U.S.A.




Be ready with enough of the world's
most popular brand of whiskey,
Seagram's 7 Crown. Otherwise known
as The Sure One—an enviable nick-
name that came about because of this
whiskey's constant fine quality and
goodness. There's only one thing
you ever have to worry about when
you serve The Sure One — how long




fisaiyam Distillers Co., N.Y.C. Blended Whiskey. 86 Proof. 65% Grain Neutral Spirits.
such organizations there are,
the better, and, of course, the
more little people can find their
places in the sun.
Harris is secretary
relations chairman
It was noted on the program
that "power and resources for
reaching people lie in the hands
of corporations and unions,"
and the organization sought to
persuade them to commit them-
selves to United Nations princi-
ples, cive them their prestigel
and "use their vast system of
communications to develop UN
support among their employees,
stockholders and customers."
An impressive group of 641
corporations and three large
unions were listed as "partici-
pants." This seemingly implied
their purchase of the tables
(one thousand dollars per table).
The star-studded entertain-
ment included Angela (•'Mame'
Lansbury, who wore spangled
pajamas; Peter Ustinov. Danny
have, and the UN Singers.
Speaker was the junior Senator
from Oregon, Mark Hatfield.
He spoke a bit too long, but
correctly noted that peace will
not come because man demands
it, but because of the increasing
recognition o f the futility of
force. The UN is the only el-,
fective instrument, and there'
is no alternative to the develop
ment of a spirit of community.'
Open House Set
At Hill School
The A B. Hill Elementary,
School will hold Open House '
during American Education
Week observance there Nov.
6-10.
A special program for par-
ents of students there will be
held on Wednesday night, Nov. I
8, along with the regular
PTA meeting.
Following the PTA program,
'parents will be invited to visit
the classrooms.
Mrs. Sarah Neal is president
of the PTA, Frank J. Lewis
principal of the school, and




Dr Ronald J W S.
Anthony, III, vicar secretary
general, national director of
religious educat ion, and
international evangelist of the
General Assembly of the
First Born, will be guest
speaker at Providence AME
church on Sunday morning
at 11
The church is located at
Lane and Decatur. Rev. .1cmsi
James Gel] Gleese is pastor I
The public is invited.
HORMEL
gained recognition from the
younger generation when it
toured across America.
A family spokesman said
, messages of sympathy have
been received from many
members of the entertain-
ment industry, including James
Brown who said "Butter was
like a father to me."
BUTTERBEANS AND SUSIE
,lEAAPH!S LAIZQEST F.00.'").D
EAST 5014 POPLAR A! Mender?1,AT
CHILI with















































-,-.FISHER'S BEEF BACON 12 Oz. Pkg. Reg 73t 25
With coupon and $5.00 additional purchase, •scluding
volu• of coupon merchandise (fresh milk products and
tobacco also excludird in camplianc• with state lawl•
On• coupon per family. Coupon expires Mednitscloy, Noon,
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Publicists Will Hear
Consultant To USIA
Kenneth Youel, special con-
sultant to the Director of the
United S t a tes Information
Agency and past president of
Public Relations Society of
America Inc. (PRSA), will be
the featured speaker at a public
relations and communicationS
seminar in Nashville, Novem-
ber 10.
Sponsored by the Middle Ten-
nessee Chapter of PRSA in
cooperation with the Nashville
Area Chamber of Commerce,
the seminar is being held to
aid area business firms in de-
veloping better communication
techniques. It will be at the
Dinkier Andrew Jackson Hotel.
Mr. Youel draws on his wide
experience in the communica-
tions field for his talk on "How
to Succeed in Public Relations
by Really Trying." A partner
in Youel, Phillips & Associates
of Washington, public relations
consultants, he has served
since 1962 as official liaison
between PRSA and the U. S.
Information Agency.
He has observed the opera-
tions of the Agency in various
countries of Western Europe
and has made observation trips
behind the Iron Curtain.
In 1966. he served as a Pub-
lic Member of the State De-
partment's Foreign Service In-
spection Corps and inspected
the effectiveness of several of
the U. S. embassies in South
America. He recently complet-
ed an assignment as Public
Member of the U. S. Infor-
mation Agency's 1967 Promo-
tion Board.
A native of Iowa, Mr. Youel
KENNETH YOUEI
is a 1923 graduate of the Uni-
versity of Oregon. Following
graduation he worked as a
general assignment reporter
for the Portland Oregonian
and the Brooklyn (N.Y.)
Eagle, and as a financial writer
for the New York Evening
Post.
In 1931, he entered public
relations work with General
Motors I n New York. He
handled various assignments,
for GM including director of C
c
h
eniey G.press relations, director of divi- I
sional relations and assistant
director of communications. Hei
retired from GM in 1961.
Youel has been a member of
the International Public Rela-
tions Association and was one
of the founders of the Inter-
american Federation of Public
Relations Associations.
He was the 1964 recipient of
PRSA's "Citation for Distin-
guished Service in the Ad-
vancement of Public Relations"
CHECKING IN — Charles
T. Williams, second from
right, vice president of
Schenley Distillers Co., pre
sents a $5,000 check to Ber-
keley G. Bun-ell, second
from left, president and
board chairman of the Na.
tional Business League, as
Schenley's contribution to
the NBL's "Project Out-
reach." The project was
funded by 3413.000 by the
Ives
federal government for a
training and business de-
velopment program in 12
pilot cities, with Schenley's
check being the first contri-
bution to a $250,006 fund-
raising campaign among
the private business com-
munity to match the federal
funds. Participating in the
event here is Mrs. Earther
White, 90, and one of the co-
$5,000
1To Business League
Berkeley G. Burrell, presi-
dent of the National Business
League, has just announced a
contribution of $5,000 by Schen-
ley for the League's new train-
ing and business development
program involving 12 pilot
cities.
In making the announcement
Mr. Burrell said, "With this
contribution, Schenley has add-
ed another 'first' to its growing
list of meaningful contributions
to organizations striving to
better the economic, education-
al and social status of under-
privileged elements of Ameri-
can society."
Charles T. Williams, vice





23" RECTANGULAR COLOR TV
With RCA Hi-Lite Picture Tube, the newest
advance in color TV! Brighter picture!
• Mowed wok** finish
• RCA Automatic Coke' Puri‘Ier "cancels*
magnetism
• Simpli4io4 Coior-Civick Toning
• Rom-earth Phosphor gnus unsurpassed
brightness
• New 38% brighter Superkrite Tub*
See These NCAA Football Games
In Exciting Color:
Sept. 16 PAU vs. Texas AA*
Sept. 23 Miami vs. Northwestern
Sept. 30 Maryland vs. Oklahoma
Oct. 7 Ole Miss vs. Alabama
Oct. 14 7 vs
Georgia Tic Is
Oct. 21 Arkansas vs. Texas
Oct. 24 Notre Dante vs.
Michigan States
• NFL Pre Genies
AIL Pre DeniesPlus - • World Series
Nov. 4 Memphis State vs.
Florisi• St.
Nev. 11 Georgia vs. Illorid•
Nov. ii UCLA vs. Seethons Col
Nov. 23 Oklahoma vs. Nebraska
Nev. 25 Arkansas vs. Texas Yech
Nov. 25 Washington vs.
Wash. Stets
Dec. _2 Army vs. Navy
Disc. C Florida vs. Miens;
• all Bowl Shiseems
Dolt T meets
• New FeII TV Sheers
"Es MAIM VOICE"
WATCH NOW-PAY LATER!
NO MONEY DOWN! NO PAYMENT 'til NEXT YEAR
23" Early American Color Console
• RCA Solid integrated Circuits
• Antiqued Colonial Maple,
• Seperbrito Hi-lit. Picture Tube













215 A. IN. AMA
LAMAR
silts names May. si $14 1574 Wow
Phew* 351143115 Phone 32441116





founders with Booker T.
Washington of the NBL;
Andrew F. Brimmer, left,
member of the board of
governors of the Federal
reserve System; and Wil-
liam R. Hudgins, president
of the Freedom National
Band in New York. This
activity took place at the
NBL's recent convention in
Atlantic City.
Company, presented his firm's
check to the NBL president of
the organization's annual con-
vention in Atlantic City.
The NBL is a 67-year-old
predominantly Negro business
organization that was founded
in 1900 by Booker T. Washing-
ton to promote the growth and




. By BENNIE T'HODEAS
Basketball at Southern Uni-
versity nudges its way into the
winter spotlight Dec. 1 when
the Jaguars open the 1967-68
season at home against Xavier
University of New Orleans.
The Gold Rush called it quits
in i n ter-collegiate athletics
several years back, but will
be on the road back this season
in basketball.
Dillard Tournament, New Or-
leans; Dec. 29-30, Twin City
Tournament, Alexandria; Jan.
4, Dillard 'University, New
Orleans; Jan. 6, Grambling Col-
lege, Grambling; Jan. 8, Al-
corn College, Lorman, Miss.;
Jan. 11, Prairie View College,
Baton Rouge; Jan. 13, Texas
!Southern Baton Rouge
Southern University Head
Coach Dick Mack expressed
satisfaction over the addition
of three new opponents on the
schedule, including Xavier, the
Jaguars will be a part of the
initiation of a new tournament
in the state—the Twin Cityl
Invitational in Alexandria Dec.1
29-30.0 0
The Jaguars will play Fort;
Polk here Dec. 5 and Tennes-
see State Universtiy here Dec.
9. Southern will play a return
game with Xavier Dec. 14 in
New Orleans and will meet
Tennessee State in Nashville
Dec. 16.
Southern opens its South-
western Athletic Conference
slate Jan. 6 in the traditional
lid-lifter with Grambling Col-
lege which will be played at
Of the 26 games on the
Jaguars' slate 11 of them will
be played on the home court
in University gymnasium.
The complete 1967-68 South-
ern University basketball sche-
dule follows: Dec. 1 Xavier
University, B a t on Rouge;
2, Dillard University BatonIt is devoted to improving
owners, 
Baton Rouge; Dec. 9 Tennes-
the improvement of his busi-
use of computers, per-
small businessman and 
Polk business opportunities for the Rouge; Dec. 5, Fort 
to
see State University, Baton
ness acumen, while simultane- Rouge; Dec. 1 4, Xavier Uni-
versity, New -Orleans; Dec. 16,ously helping prospective entre- 
'Tennessee State University,preneurs launch new business.
The NBL also devotes con- Nashville, Tenn;. Dec. 21-22,1
siderable attention to helping!
individuals qualify themselves1 TO OTHAC H Efor management trainee jobs in
inda ust r Don't suffer agony. In seconds get meet
The 
s 
.Schenley contribution that hula Inth "A4E1— S/14144."11/
w
first to be made to stantiy to stop throbbing
the NBL in its campaign to tore recommits:It- it for
raise $250,000 from the private tiatieng.
business community to be add- ora-•jei -•
ed to $413,000 in federal funds
for a training and business de-
velopment program in 12 pilot
cities. The $250,000 will be used
to provide administrative sup-
port services for the project,
called "Project Outreach."
Jan. 15, Jackson College,
Jackson, Miss.; Jan. 16, Jack-
son College, Baton Rouge;
Jan. 27, Wiley College, Baton -
Rouge; Jan. 29, Arkansas
A M & N College, Baton
Rouge; Feb. 3, Arkansas A M
& N College, Pine Bluff, Ark;
Feb. 5, WileyCollege, Marshall,
Texas.; Feb. 10, Texas South-
ern University, Houston, Tex.
Feb. 12, Prairie View jCollege,
Prairie View, Tex.; Feb. 17,
Grambling College, Bales
Rouge; Feb. 19, Alcorn College,
Baton Rouge; Feb. 22-24, Con-
ference T o u rnament, Pine
Bluff, Ark , Mar 6, District
Playoff, Site to be selcted and
March 11-16, NAIA Tournament
Kansas City, No.




Cape $60.00 Phone 276-5667 after
5 p.m
BUILDING FOR RENT
Attractive Brick Building for Rent
Beat and Water Furnished.
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The National Insurance Asso-
ciation will hold its fourth
Home Office Mid-Year Con-
ference November 8-10, at the
Holiday lnn-Downtown, Balti-
more, Maryland. "Management
In Focus," the conference them
will be explored in seminars,
workshops, lectures, and panel
presentations, according to Nor-
man B. Houston, vice president
of Golden State Mutual Life In-
surance Co., program chairman.
The upcoming Mid-Year Con-
ference is one of three annual
meetings held in major cities
by the National Insurance Asso-
ciation, a trade group of the
major Negro-managed life in-
surance companies.
Delegates will discuss several
topics of importance to home
office personnel, including fi-
nancial operations, central office
servicing of line operations,
risk selection, service to policy-
sonnel administration, and equi
ment and supply control.
William Paynter, executive
vice president of the Institute
of Life Insurance, will give a
special report on public attitudes
toward the insurance industry
revealed by a nationwide study.
Newton I. Steers; Jr., In-
surance Commissioner of Mary-
land, is scheduled to speak at
a luncheon on November 9.
Baltimore's Mayor, Theodore
McKeldin, is also expected to
address a session.
Mr. Houston said, the program
will also include study of in-
ternal reports as management
tools for measuring perform ant
Southern Life Insurance Co.
and its president, Dr. William
LeRoy Berry, will be host to
the meeting, and will give a
reception at the Holiday Inn on





ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL .L4 6-1450
THAN'S
LOAN FICE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 171I REAL STREET IA 6.5300
NOTICE NEWSBOYS
Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
_ SCHOOL ITEMS




Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee
Mother's name 
Number of papers wanted weekly
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER NEWSSTAND DIRECTORY





































1560 S. Parkway E.
JEFFERSON GROCERY





PARK KNOCK DRIVE INN GPO.
2268 Pork Ave.




























All Our of Town New-
Paws TRIPLE A SUNDRY

























178 W. Mitchell Rd.
SUBURBAN DRUG
752 E. Mc Lento,*
948-4576




















251 E. Mc Lemma
WARES SUPERMARKET
226 w. Brooks Road
WORLD NEWS CO.
NirwsPoirers & Magosineo
Front All Towns
115 *Web Maim
526-9920
"-ENOM SENIRIRY
2086 ovelsia
LINCOLN SUNDRY
652 Richmond
WELLINGTON ST. SUNDRY
918 S. Wellington
PRESCOTT DRUGS
S. Bellevue &Gill
LITTLE LITE SUNDRY
1649 Lathes.
GENERAL DRUGS
261 W. Miteitell
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